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PAINTINGS — Pictured with some of the watercolor paintings donated
to the Calloway County Public Library by professional artists Emily Wolfson
and Dot Rowlett is Richard Jackson, director of the Murray State University
Clara Eagle Art Gallery. Jackson will arrange the paintings for a premier
--showing from 530 p.m. to 7 Sunday. Nov. 25, at the litmus,. Bids may be
made on the paintings and the proceeds from the sales will be used to
support the library's new and innovative cl.ildren's project 'Children's
Cultural Adventures in French.' Friends of the Library and a special com-
mittee consisting of Libby Hart, A.W. Simmons Jr., Robert Head and Jan
Hough are hosting a premier party. The public is invited to this event, ac-




Americans In Tehran Demand Shah's Extradition
By ALEX EFTY
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — About 20
foreigners, most of them Americans,
surprised Iranians today by parading
through the streets of Tehran to
demand the extradition of the shah,
"because, having lived here through
the revolution, we know him to be a
murderer."
Acting Foreign Minister Abolhassan
Beni Sadr announced Iran will not pay
its foreign debts, which he put at $15
billion, on grounds the debts were run
up by the regime of the deposed shah,
according to Tehran Radio.
The foreign marchers, accompanied
by about 20 revolutionary guards, were
cheered by scores of Iranians shouting
"Long Live Americans" as they walked
from Ferdowsi Square to Tehran
University and back. One American
said the (coup was divided over the
taking of American hostages at the U.S.
Embassy but that they were unanimous
about the shah.
In the first anti-shah demonstration
by foreign residents, one British
member of the group, Peter Davis,
read a statement to English to crowds
gathered at the square. It said: "We
express our thankS to the Iranian
people for their kindness to us-while we
have been living here.
"To ask our people and goverrunents
to be equally kind and helpful to the
"Iranians living in our countries To ask
our governments not to give a borne to
the shah because, having lived here,
through the revolution, we know him to
be a murderer. We are both angry and
embarrassed that our governments are
still helping the shah."
Obion Creek Landowners Are In
Dispute With Corps Of Engineers
ARLINGTON, Ky. ( AP — Lan-
downers along the 43-mile Obion Creek
in western Kentucky are locked in a
dispute with the Corps of Engineers
over land use.
More than 350 farmers have posted
115,000 acres of the watershed, barring
access to anyone without written
permission in a protest of plans by the
corps.
The farmers are opposed to a corps
plan to: channelize the creek to-remove
bends; set aside land as a wildlife
habitat to make up for wetlands to be
bat and control what farmers can do to
the creek and its tributaries.
The corps plans to proceed with the
project with condemnation and court
proceedings to gain access to the land
for its personnel.
The sale of mitigation land, or land
used to replace other land lost in
dredging, will be blocked if the farmers
have their way, a spokesman said. The
government Is trying to set aside 6,000
acres as a wildlife habitat.
The dispute has been called the
biggest land hassle between western
Kentucky landowners and the federal
government since 170,000 acres were
acquired in the 1960s for Land Between
the Lakes.
Only family and close friends are
being allowed on the disputed land by
the farmers unless written permission
Is given.
The farmers want the channellzation
of Obion Creek because of flooding that
has ruined thousands of acres of their
cropland, but they disagree with cer-
tain portions of the plan.













Opinion Page .„ 4
Sports  10,11
TV Week 16 pages
cloudy and cooler
Mostly cloudy and spier
tonight with a slight chaWeNof
showers early tonight. Lows in
the mid 30s. Mostly sunny but
continued cool Saturday. Highs in
the mid 40s. Winds, westerly 5 to
10 miles an hour tonight. Rain
chances are 20 percent tonight.
'the setting aside of 6,000 acres to
replace wetland eliminated by
dredging and the corps' right to
regulate any activity by the landowners
that might affect the creek.
"It's harassment, that's what it is,"
'said Marshall Larkin, who with his
brother, farms about 2,300 acres of the
posted land.
"We were peaceable farmers,"
Larkin said. "All of a sudden they are
trying to run over us with laws and
regulations that don't respect us ... The
agencies have become our bosses."
Col. Bill Reno, engineer for the
Memphis District of the corps, said the
corps does not yet have the money to
buy the mitigation land and will not
proceed with the dredging until
Congress approves it.
Paducah Bus Lines' Owner
Has No Probe Knowledge
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The owner of
Tri-State Bus Lines says that he had not
talked with a federal investigator
probing a fatal bus accident and that he
knows nothing about the investigator's
allegations.
Ernest L. Mann, a special agent for
the federal Department of Tran-
sportation, is investigating the single-
vehicle accident which killed three
persons earlier this week near
Caneyville.
On Wednesday, Mann said the Tri-
State bus involved in the wreck had
rear tires with fabric 'showing and no
emergency brake. Mann also said the
bus company had a poor safety record,
a poor maintenance record and failed to
report accidents as required by law.
Mann's comments were made in an
interview with a Louisville television
station, WLKY-TV.
"I don't know anything about it,"
Billy Joe Carroll, owner of the bus,
company, said Thursday. "I haven't
talked to him. I think he must have a
problem."
Carroll said the accident was
reported to federal authorities as
required. Although he didn't do it
personally, Carroll said he instructed
an office clerk to notify the Atlanta
office of the Transportation Depart-
ment.
"I know the Atlanta office was
notified," he added.
Carroll also defended his company's
maintenance program.
"Certainly we maintain our buse
We pull them in and check and lights
and brakes and so on," he said.
The buses are not inspected after
every trip, Carroll said, "but we check
them real regular just like other bus
lines."
Thanksgiving 1979 Proves
To Be Mixed Emotional Bag
Some senior citizens in Atlantic City,
N.J., had turkey on some high rollers,
while New York kids screeched ap-
proval of 63-foot Underdog. In Dallas,
the Cowboys may have wished they
were in New York, and somewhere in
the Pacific, Jack Marut ate in a ship's
mess.
It was Thanksgiving 1979, a mixed
emotional bag spiked by dressing and
deviled eggs, bearded tyrants, bliz-
zards and captured Americans far from
home.
Thirteen Americans released from
the U.S. Embassy in Iran enjoyed
Thanksgiving with their families, but
President Carter's holiday message
reminded the nation of the 49 still held.
The mood was upbeat in the Big
Apple, where millions turned out to be
cheered by clowns, stirred by bands
and wowed by the larger-than-life floats
and balloons as the 53rd Macy's
Thanksgiving Day-parade moved down
Broadway. '
"This is a very greasy parade," said
John "Bowzer" Bauman of the '50,s•
style rock group Sha Na Na. "That's tht
highest compliment I can give."
Many of the estimated 80 million who
watched the parade on TV also kicked
off a long weekend of football games as
they saw Dallas lose to Houston and
Chicago drubbed by Detroit.
But Petty Officer 2nd Class jack
Marut was not in any of the crowds
Thursday. He was aboard the U.SS
Midway as it steamed for the Persian
Gulf, part of a show of streogth
prompted by the crisis in Iran.
The prospect of Marut missing
another Thanksgiving at home Ln
Orange, N.J., was upsetting to his twLn
sister, Jill, but not as much as the near
certainty that he would miss the birth of
his second child in Ykusuka, Japan,
probably next month.
In Sterling, Kan., cloudy, rainy skies
and chilling temperatures _threatened
to put a damper on Darlene Walsh4
See THANKSGIVING,
Page 18, Column 5
U.S. Rep. George Hansen, R-Idaho,
on a one-man peace mission to Iran,
said he was told Iranian officials would
talk about releasing the hostages if
Corgress investigates the shah's
regime. In a telephone interview with
the Idaho Statesman, Hansen said he
would request the investigation as soon
as he returns to Washington.
During morning prayers at Tehran
University Beni Sadr said, "You people
should know how they plundered us in
this country. Now, we wish to change
this banking system. We want to make
it independent, to place it at the service
of the Iranian revolution," according to
Tehran radio.
"For this reason, how can we honor
the debts the former plunderers have
run up with their foreign collaborators
and which they have taken to the same
accounts and banks. We shall not pay
these."
Iranian strongman Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini fired a new salvo at
the United States, calling on all
Moslems and American blacks to rise
and "join us in this struggle between
the infidel and Islam."
Meanwhile, a secret document ob-
tained by The Associated Press
suggested that the United States
planned to grant permanent residence
to deposed Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi, now receiving cancer treat-
ment in New York, as early as last
summer, while admitting Iranian of-
ficials "may not like" the idea.
The commander of Iran's navy or-
dered put his forces on full alert to
counter the approach of American
warships, dispatched to the Indian
Ocean, south of Iran, by President
Carter.
Carter summoned his top foreign
policy advisers to Camp David today to
plan new tactics for gaining the release
of 49 Americans held hostage since
Nov. 4 when Iranian students seized the
U.S. Embassy in Tehran.
Khomeini, in 'a statement from his
headquarters in Qom broadcast over
state radio, warned that the students
would blow up the embassy and kill the
hostages if the United States attempts
to rescue them by force.
The Carter administration said
earlier this week that it hoped to end the
standoff peacefully but had "other
remedies" available.
Khomeini also welcomed the wave of
anti-Americanism in Pakistan and
urged the Pakistani army to "rise
against the oppression inflicted on their
brothers" in Iran.
A Moslem mob sacked the US.
Embassy in the Pakistani capital of
Islamabad on Wednesday. The attack
was fueled by rumor that the United
States was behind the seizure of Islam's
holiest shrine, the Grand Mosque of
Mecca in Saudi Arabia.
"I call on all Moslem nations, all
Moslems, all Moslem armies, all
Islamic security forces and all Moslem
countries' presidents to co-operate with
our nation," Khomeini said. "This is
not a struggle between us and America.
It is between Islam and the infidel.
"They must not be afraid," Khomeini
added, "thinking that America is a big
power that it is a satanic power which
See IRAN,
Page le, Column 4
About 50 Iranian Students
In Kentucky Face Deportation
— LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP.) — About 50
Iranians studying in Kentucky will
have deportation proceedings initiated
against them, according to Dewey
Wotring, officer in charge of the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service office in Louisville.
Wotring said about 575 Iranian
students have registered with the of-
fice, which serves the entire state, since
President Carter ordered the Justice
Department to deport all Iranian
students who are in the United States
The president's Nov. 11 order was in
response to the situation in Iran, where
students are holding a group of
Americans hostage at the embassy in
Tehran.
Saying he expected a much poorer
response, Wotring estimated that about
95 percent of the Iranian students in
Kentucky will have registered by
Saturday. -
An administrative law judge will be
brought in from Miami to preside over
deportation hearings in Louisville, he
said. The hearings probably will be held
the first week in December, and the
students will be notified by mail, he
added.
As for the students who do not
register, Wotring said he assumes that
the federal government will eventually
direct the regional immigration offices
to look for them.
The students facing deportation
hearings include 11 at the University of
Louisville. Three members of one
family — a brother and two sisters —
were told this week that their student
visas had expired. They all said it
wasn't their fault, that an office in
Chicago had delayed sending their
visas to Kentucky.
"I want to stay here. How can I prove
that I'm pro-American?" one student
asked while sitting- on the steps of the
university's international-center.
Wotring said that the 11 U of L
students who face deportation hearings
were also fingerprinted, a requirement
under federal law, and all students
were photographed.
Meanwhile, the director of in-
ternational education at Eastern
Kentucky University estimates that
nearly half of the Iranian students there
may be facing deportation.
George Campbell said foreign
students often drop classes during a
semester because of language dif-
ficulties.
The students must present proof that
they attend classes fulltirne. Students
must carry a 12-hour class load to
qualify as fulltirne and must stay in the
country under university and visa
requirements.
BOHEMIAN STATE FOLK BALLET — The Bohemian State Folk Ballet of Prague will perform at 3 p.m., Sunday, Nov.
25, in Lovett Auditorium. The program is presented by the Murray Civic Music Association. The ballet, now in its 31st
year, in making its first coast-to-coast tour of the United States.
Murray Civic Music Association
To Present Bohemian Folk Ballet
The Murray Civic Music Association
will present the Bohemian State Folk
Ballet of Prague at 3 p.m. Sunday, Nov.
25, in Lovett Auditorium on the Murray
State University campus.
The ballet is in its first coast-to-coast
tour of the United States since it was
founded and began rehearsal in 1948 in
etechoslovakia.
The folk themes which have inspired
the programs originated in the
traditional historical developments of
Bohemia,. Moravia and Slcivakia, the
three principal areas of today's
Czechoslovakia. It 'is in the
"Bohemian" spirit, as nulch of thw
world interprets the word,../hat this
company performs with vitality and
enthusiasm.
Because there had never been a
company of folkloric nature to show the
world the performing arts treasury of
Czechoslovakia, leading citizens
proposed such an ensemble to the
Ministry of Culture and Information
after World War II. The first group
assembled in September 1948 to begin
studies and rehearsals in the Kvasice
Castle near Krorneriz.
A national committee's research
made possible the necessary 4dap-
tations for the stage. The situation of
the castle enabled centralized study
and contacts " with the still • living
folklore and _available_ guatoma-
Southern Moravia, Wallachia, Laasko
and Western Slovakia. The tradition in
Bohemia has been preserved on the
southwestern frontier at Chodsko and in
Southern Bohemia.
The first artistic leader of the com-
pany was Jozka Sarseova. Karel
Plicka, whose writings and
photographs of his country are famous,
was named permanent advisor. Others
who influenced the ensemble have been
artist of merit Vaclav Trojan and Dr.
Vratislav Vycpalek.
Late in 1949 the ensemble moved to
Prague and the first, representative
public performance took place on June
2, 1950. To date, the ensemble haS
-presentad_ more than
formances at home and abroad to more
than eight million people.
Or-
oaturIng": catering Party Tra




All Senior Citizens sites will
be closed today, but Meals on
Wheels to the Elderly will be
delivered.
West Kentucky Singing will
be held at Union Hill Church of
Christ at 7 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 24
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 12 noon at the club
house with the Rev. Dr. David
C. Roos as speaker.
Thanksgiving of the Past
will be from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850 in
Land Between the Lakes.
•
Murray Square-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m.
at the Woodmen of the World
Hall with C. P. Ashby as
caller.
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics anti for information
call 4374229.
Mr. and Mr& Rex Peal will
be honored at a reception in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary at the
Trigg County, Farmers Bank,
Cadiz, from 2 to 4 p.m.
Sunda. No% . 25
Mr. and Mrs. Hester
Thomas Lockhart will be
honored a reception in
celebration of their. golden
wedding anniversary at the
First Baptist Church,
Mayfield. from 2 to 4 p.m. The
couple requests that guests
not bring gifts.
Open house by Mr. and Mrs.
James I.. Erwin and Janney
will be held at their home from
2 to 5 p.m.
Murray Civic Music
Association will., present the
Bohemian St#te Folk Ballet of
Prague at 3 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium. Murray State
-Uuiversity.
Premier showing of art
work b Dot. Rowlett and
FAnily Wolfson, local
professional artists, will be
held from 5:30 to 7 pin, at the
Callowa Public Library. This
is sponsored by Friends of the
ibrary .
Singing featoring The
I.iberty Boys will be held at 2




Discussion Group has post-
poned its meeting to Dec. 3 at
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Moeda). Nov. 26 •
Reenveo Inc.. will meet at
7:30 p.ni. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-4875 or 759-
1792.
Divorce Support Group.
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at 7 p.m.
at Ordway - Hall. For in-
formation phone 76'd-6851.
Ladies Barbershop Har-
mony Group will meet from 7
to 8 p.m. at First Christian
Church Educational Building.
All interested women are
invited, and persons do not
have to be able to read music.
-
Creative Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club. will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7 P.m: at the social hall of
the First United Methodist
Church with a seminar on
"Whjat fan We Learn?" on
theme, -Beginning Again:
The Challenge of the For-
merly Married" with Rev.
Robert Farless as leader.
•
Senior Citizens Greenhouse
will be open from 10 a.m. to 12
noon.
tlazel Senior Citizens, will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Hazel
Community Center with lunch
served at 11:45 a.m..
. Exhibition of children's_ art
work will be or. displa'y at the
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University, through Dec. 17.
There is no charge and the
public is invited. -
Baptist Men of Sinking
Spring Church will meet at 7
p.m.. at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Chili supper and white
elephant sale will be held by
Business and Professional
Women's Club at 5:30 Dm, at
the Community Room, North
Branch, Peoples Bank.
District 17 of Licensed
Practical Nurses will meet at
the Triangle Inn at 7 p.m.
December Wedding
Planned At ChurTh
.1Iiss Sherilvn Rare Hale.‘
and .11attliew Lawrence Duras
Mr. and Mrs. James Ray Haley, Almo, announce the ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter, Sherilyn Raye, to
Matthew Lawrence Davis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard E.
Davis, Gilbertsville. The bride-elect is the granddaughter 
of
Mrs. Boyd Bizzell, Murray, and the late 'Mr. Bizzell, and of
Mrs. Gus Haley and the late Mr. Haley of Almo.
Miss Haley, a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High
School, attended Murray State University and is presently
employed in the Interior Design Department of Treas
Building Center, Benton. .
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Esther J. Davis,
St. Louis, Mo., and Ewing Davis of Dresden, Tenn., and of
Mr. and Mrs. Dallasa. Hayes of Cleveland, Texas.
Mr. Davis, a 1974 graduate of Westchester High School,'
Houston, Texas, attended the University of Houston and is
presently 'employed at C & L Construction Company, Calvert •
City.
The wedding date has been set for Saturday, Dec. 8, 
at 6
-p.m. at the Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church, Hardin.
Only out of town invitations will be sent. All relatives and
friends of the couple are invited to the wedding and to the
reception that will follow in the Fellowship Hall of the Chur-
ch.
•
Mrs. Turner Gives Program
At Meet Held, Bogard Home
The Ruth Warren Group of
Baptist Women of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church met in
the home of Nancy Bogard on
Nov. 13, with Wanda Walker,
president, presiding.
Carol Turner was in charge
of the "Calendar of Prayer."
Each member participated.
giving the name and location
of each missionary having a
birthday on that da . Scrip-
It r are pleased to an-
nounce that Whim, Hon-
, '. ter, bride-elect of Dot-id %fe-
l  ..:Pherson has selected her
chino, and crystal from our
complete bridal reaistry. V
-- I ilelanie and Darid trill
-7,:i be married December 22.
• 1979
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turv was read from John 14:21
and prayer for the
inj:sionaries was led by Mrs.
Turner.
Sharilyn Wisehart
.pisented the program en-
titled, "The Healing of little
Robert." She told about the
life of a Christian doctor, and
how he depended upon God
and prayer to help him.
A letter was read from the
child in the Glendale
Children's Home, that the
group sponsors. It contained
her Christmas list for 1979.
The group voted to fulfill the
list, and have the treasurer
purchase and mail the gifts.
It was decided to have a
salad supper at the December
meeting at which time secret
pals will exchange gifts and
reveal their identity, and the
week of prayer for Foreign
Missionaries will also be
observed. This will be on Dec.
11, at 6:30 p.m. at the home of
Ava Watkins. Names will be
drawn for secret pals for 1980.
Mrs. Bogard served
refreshments to members
present - Edwinna Bucy, Carol
Turner, Wanda Walker, Linda
Roach and Sharilyn Wisehart.
HERE'S
HEALTH
By OR. BRYAN THACKER
"Back trouble" is an
almost universal corn-
y, plaint. Each year, an
estimated five million
Americans become new
victims of spinal malad-
justment and resultant
back pain. Accidents, in
autos, in sports or at work
are frequently cited, but
over-exertion or awkward
movement may also came
the problem.
Pain may be experienced
not only in the back but also
in the neck, shoulders, ar-
ms or legs, chest, stomach
and. . . very frequently. . .
as a headache. Chiroprac-
tic is a healing technique
which Is aimed at correc-
ting the cause and thu.s
providing prorript relief
from pain. _
Phone for an ap
pointment to see how




WI RLD FRIENDSHIP CLUB-Atteuding the (lct. 25th meeting of the World Friendship
Club held at the home of Thelma Warford were Moneer Ghaffari and Ashkan Ghaffari, Iran,
Thelma Warford and Edith Noffsinger, Murray, Ola Mae Roberts, Cherry Corner, Elham
Ghaffari, Iran, Agelike Hatoupis, Chris Hatoupis, Helen Kan ounis, and Jimmy Karvounis,
Greece. Not pictured was Gracie Erwin, Kirkse). The club will meet Wednesday, Nov. 28, at





Hwy. 45 So. Paducah, Ky
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Special Service-- -
Lillian Graves Conducts Program
And Installation Of _New Officers
Lillian Graves -led the
pledge and installation service
for the new officers of the
First United Methodist
Church Women at the general
meeting held Nov. 6 at 10 a.m.
at the church.
Mrs. Graves read "One
Solitary Life" and other
personal mountain top ex-
periences to show the impact
of Christ's Love in her life. She
closed with "The Power and
The Secret" and the prayer
troni "Godspell."
The group read "Praise the
I.ord" responsively, and as
members brought pledge
cards forward, prayer was led
by Mrs. Graves.
Officers present for the
coming year were çharged
with responsibilites who
responded with Mrs. Graves
leading the "Day By Day"
prayer. The closing prayer
was 1,:oi.Modest Jeffrey.
Dr. Alice Koenecke of the
Wesleyan Circle gave the
devotion. The president, Mrs.
Jeffrey, called for a moment
of silent prayer in memory of
Frances Sexton and presented
a loving tribute in her memory
closing with "Away" by
James Whitcomb Riley.
Cortez Byers, church
custodian, was presented a
special love offering for his
extra labors performed for the
women during the recent
luncheon and bazaar.
..The :Rev, Dr, Walter
Mischke. Jr., pastor, an-.
BENTON PATIENT
-Kathryn Williams of Hardin
was dismissed Nov. 8 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
nounced that Joe Stroud would
speak on a Sunday night in
early December, and urged
members to visit in the homes
of the shutins and bereaved.
General officers for the new




Maybelle Byers, treasurer. „
Serving as various chair-







Watkins, Mary Bell Overbey,







church dinners; Sula Sykes,
church kitchen; Delano
Waldrop, special receptions;
Willie Ward, shutins; Clarice
Sparkman, parliamentarian;
Calista Clanton, sunshine.




Smith, Faith Doran; Marsha
Hendren, Hannah; Donnie
Foust, Mattie Bell Hays;
Myrtle Douglas, Ruth Wilson;
Joan Cohoon, Wesleyan;
name not listed for Maryleona
Frost.
Prior to, the meeting coffee
was served at 9716 a.m.-By-the
Ruth Wilson Circle.
MEMBERS NAMED-Anita Hill, left, has been named
Miss FHA Member, and Cathy Crawford, right, has been
named Miss FHA Officer, both for the month of September,
by the Calloway County High School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America. _Anita and Cathy attended all
Chapter activities, served-4 committees, andliarticipated in
selling and service projects.
Special Birthday Banquet Held By
Business & Professional Women
Mrs. Dolly McNutt was the
featured speaker at the Bir-
thday Banquet of the Murray
Business and Professional
Women's Club held Thursday
evening, Nov. 15, at the
Holiday Inn.
The speaker challenged the
members to put in prospective
their ideas and goals, and to
restorefa Rh in each other, our
club, our state, and our nation.
Although some people feel
that everything is too- brbken
...to mend and the- world is
enmeshed in hostility, each
one should consider what she
can contribute to society, Mrs.
McNutt said.
• "Women of America
should answer President
Carter's call for help in the






1914 Coldwater RL. Ilarrst. 753-4317
Dolly McNutt
, —Guest Speaker
areas of energy, medicine,
housing and food. As women
helping women, the problem
of women alcoholics should be
considered and help given. In
the field of medicine, the
Kentucky Federation of BPW
has a Cancer Research
Project with a goal of
$100,000.00 to help build the
Cancer Research Centers at
Louisville and Lexington," the
speaker said.
Mrs. McNutt challenged the
members to be all that they
can be, as each member is
unique and has something to
contribute. Mrs. McNutt
asked each one to: "make
waves, be for something, have
faith, and do all that each one
can to restore integrity to our
society."
Members from the Emblem
BPW Club, Mayfield BPW
Club, and Trigg County BPW
Club were guests.
New members voted in were
Betty Boston, a stock broker
with the First of Michigan
Corporation, and Brenda
Rowland, a legal secretary
employed by Attorney Harold
Hurt.
Plans were announced for




No matter how self sufficient some of us seem, there are
times when we feel totally incapable of facing certain
situ,stions alone. We become the needy. We need the help of
power beyond ow-selves.
At the Christian Church (Disciples of (hrist) we try to help
each other through these difficult times. This is what a
church family is all about.
We don't all interpret Christian teachings in the same way,
but the basis of the faith is there to guide us when we need
support.
Pioneers in this country felt a need for a simple faith with a
minimum of rules to help them face the hard frontier life. We
support their simplicity of faith and individuality of thought.
It is from these people that our church evolved.
If you want a place to express your faith or to seek the sup-
port of others, try us. Who knows? We may need your help
sometime. We hope you'll be there to give it.
The First Christian Church
North of the squire on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
elephant sale on Nov. 26 at the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank, 12th and Chestnut. Each
member was asked to bring a
guest and articles to be sold.
The Birthday committee
was composed of Annie
Nance, .Betty Vinson, Frances
Shea, and Katie Outland.
' EDWARDS GIRL
Paige Leann is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. David
Edwards for their baby girl
born Oct. 20 at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She weighed seven pounds 11
ounces and measured 20 in-
ches.
They have one son, Lee, 7.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Vinson Edwards. Great




Chapter 111 Of PEO Sisterhood At
Sturm Home; Miss Lutes, Speaker
A buffet luncheon as held
by Chapter M, P.E.O.
Sisterhood, in the home of
Mrs. Paul Sturm on Saturda
Nov. 17. The hostess was
assisted by Mrs. N. T. Beal.
Miss Susan Ramp and Mrs.
John E. O'Brien. Miss Hanip's
mother, Mrs. Dorothy Ramp.
h member of Chapter GX,
Carbondale, Illinois, was a
• guest.
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette
conducted the business
meeting with devotions led by
the chaplain, Mrs. Harlan
Hodges, reading from Psalm
103.
A report was made on gifts
made to the 50th Anniversary
Fund of Cottey College, and
plans were • announced for the
visit of Miss Barbara
Anderson, field representative
for the college who will be
spending a week in Kentucky
in the near future to meet with
P. E. 0. Chaptsrs and to in-
terview prospective students.
A speciar meeting of
Chapter M will be held to meet
with Miss Anderson in the
4.0.11/
PATIENT AT BENTON
Dismissed Nov. 9 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton, was Doris O'Bryan of
Hardin.
home of Mrs. William Major
on Monday. Nov. 26, following
a 6:30 p.m. potluck supper.
Miss Bernice Lutes
presented the Saturday
program which dealt with an
experimental computer-like
'program being conducted in
Atlanta with brain-damaged
and autistic children, to im-
prove their communicability
and help them live more
normal lives. The program is
at least partially federal-
funded.
The members present other
than those alreacb mentioned
were: Mesdames Lewis
Bossing; Olga Freeman, I. .1
Hortin, Henry McKenzie-John
C. Quertermous, Harry M
Sparks, Frank A. Stubblefield,



























i All Styles —
land 2 piece dresses, suits
and pantsuits ir 100's and
.100's to choose from!





Tr -blend wool plaid skirts
in many styles. Reg. 19"
899
Belted polyester gabardine
pants in great fashion
colors. Reg. 19" 
89 9
Sporty plaid shirts with
lurex thread and western
detailing. Reg. 18" .
89 9
Top off your wardrobe with
sweaters! Poodles, lurex,
terrys, chenille and more!
Reg. 18" 
89 9
Up to 40% Off!
our entire selection of
Accessories
Gloves  Reg. 28" 16
Cigarette case   Reg., 17°° 1099
.Key ring  Reg. 70' 450
French purse  , Reg. 35" 209 9
Just a sample of our many great bargains!
8tgl: VISA'






ind The Forces Of Evil
Ephesians 6: 10-20
That the Holy Spirit commands us to
be strong in the Lord" is an im-
plication that we, in and of ourselves,
are weak and insufficient. Human
strength alone will never be able to
overcome the world, the flesh and
Satan. Sufficient strength for victory
over these foes can come only from the
Lord.
Since this world, through which God's
people are journeying, is such an un-
friendly place, it is imperative that they
be equipped with the proper armor for
protection from their numerous,
cunning, and powerful foes. Our
heavenly Father has the exact armor
which His children need for their
protection.
This armor, which is the same for all
Christians, is ready for use. One does
not have to make it, to beg for it, to
borrow it. or to buy it, but it is simply to
be taken by a definite purposeful act of
faith and to be worn. To refuse to wear
it will spell defeat for any Christian,
whereas, to use it will mean victory.
I. Part of this armor is defensive.
A girdle was a strong belt holding the
ordinary Oriental attire in place. A
child of God should t* encased in the
troth and have his life regulated by it.
In:Paul's day men fought with sharp
swords, long spears, and dangerous
darts. Therefore, the breastplate of
steel Was a most important part of a
warrfor's armor. Far more essential
than the breastplate of steel is that of,
the righteousness of God.
If a soldier is to endure the long
Business Mirror
marches over rough ground, ha must be
well shod. If a believer in Christ is to
journey over the rough roads through
the wilderness of this world, his feet
must be shod with the gospel of peace
which Christ gives.
When a knight donned his armor and
started into the battle, he held in front
of him a shield that protected his body
from fiery darts. If a Christian is to
withstand the fiery darts of Satan, he
must have as his shield a strong faith in
God and His Word. The helmet is for the
head, the seat of intelligence. The
assurance of salvation is a wonderful
protection for the mind. Both the
salvation and the assurance of it come
from the Lord.
II. Part of this armor is offensive.
The sword is a great weapon for
conquering. The Word of God is to be
used offensively in putting the enemy to
flight. There is grave danger that the
Christian will be so occupied with the
defensive armor that he will neglect the
use of this valuable offensive weapon,
the sword of the Spirit. Instead of
merely talking about this sword, let us
really wield it frequently and skillfully.
Prayer is vital to right living and
effective Christian service. The hosts of
wickedness are delighted when they
can keep Christians from using the
spear of prayer. Being dependent upon
God for guidance acid strength, as we
are, each of us needs to pray earnestly
and Often. We cannot do God's will.
effectively or His work successfully





NEW YORK (AP) — This could be
the trickiest holiday selling season in
many years, one to test the marketing
skills and courage of sellers and the
financial inventiveness and deter-
mination of buyers.
Both groups have sharpened those
skills throughout these volatile years of
the 1970s, but the past might no longer
be a guide. More than the calendar is
changing; the economic world is too.
If you were a merchant, dependent on
a good show during the holidays, how
would you adjust to higher interest
rates, tighter money, rising prices,
declining buying power and gnawing
fears of the future?
Would you keep inventories lean, and
risk being unable to fill orders? Offer
your own brand of credit financing and
then be unable to collect? Sink dollars
into promotion, and then not get the
orders? Lower prices?
As a customer, will you decide that
less buying power means you must
reduce purchases? Are you willing to
buy on credit and leave to next year the
worries about paying? Can you get
credit? Do you want it?
The fact is that the consumer's ability
to buy has been curtailed by reason of
inflation growing faster than incomes.
So far this year, that lost income ex-
ceeds 1 percent, or more than $150 on a
$15,000 income.
There has been an expedient route
around this hard fact, of course, by
means of credit buying. Families also
reduced their rate of savings i to just
above 4 percent a year, and spent the
money instead.
These practices helped maintain
sales at near last year's levels. In fact,
sales actually rose in August and
September, even when adjusted for
inflation, although much of the gain
was from the new car market.
But consumer attitudes may be
changing. People already are loaded
with credit and they are worried about
it. They are now delaying purchases of
new cars. Apparel and home durable
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sales have been off sharply.
Moreover, the holiday season coin-
cides with one of the harshest programs
of monetary restraint ever attempted
by the Federal Reserve, a program
whose impact can be measured
financially and psychologically.
All this may mean a change of buying
habits that could extend through the
holidays, but if so, it will be countered
by aggressive selling by merchants.
And aggressive selling often means
discounts.
To what extent retailers will have to
rely on discounting won't be clear for
another two weeks. By then they will
understand the mood of the buyer, and
the buyer's willingness and ability to
spend.
It might be the retail battle of the
decade, a classic between buyer and
seller, the first big battle to decide
whether the Federal Reserve's anti-
inflation policy will or will not work.
•-•-•++-+-•-+-+ss+44+-*4-+-+-+•-4-+-s-+-+-+++-+-•-•-+-+-+-++-••-++-t+++-++ • • 4. +
The Story Of
Calloway County
1822_1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Cypriot, 117S
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Cooper did not fail! Based upon his evidence; indictments
returned sufficient to bring a pause to the scourge that had left
man,' young tobacco growing farmers destitute from gambling hotly
losses and wives at home in tears. It was the extensive losses, b.
gullible farmers to card sharks that prompted the investigative Cru-
sade in the first place.
The following day Claude Brown, owner and operator of et,
Bluebird Cafe, was severely beaten in the Green Plain Cemeter;
following his statements to the grand jury. As a result of his injuries
he died about 10 days -later. Tom Bailey and Toy Lenning weri
charged with the crime and' in the ensuing trial Tom was given
four-year sentence and the youthful Lenning was found not guilty.
After the death of Brown, another operator of a gambling hall
came to the little apartment called home at Second and Maple Streets
with a propostion for this reporter: "Either let me operate until
New Year's Day without any dirty comments from your rag or pre-
pare to die." In a proposition like that, it was quite convenient to
compromise for the fellow was in a high state of intoxication and
sported a pistol in his trousers' belt. "It's a deal." The commitment
to shut down the first of the year was honored, in addition to another
agreement the third remaining place would do likewise.
The overzealousness of that campaign left ugly scars on the
little newspaper'in subsequent advertising boycotts. Although
forebears of- the family had conducted equally militant campaigns,
it is difficult to conclude theirs were as everlasting and financially
destructive. Additional trying „days had to be endured, however the
tenure enjoyed as a newsman for 50 years still set an unbeaten
record for endurance in Calloway County. Would the editor pursue
the same cotese under similar conditions should they be repeated






C come! News ServiceTd,
IlEARTITINk 6 
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline. 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I retired at age 63 and
have been receiving Social Security of
my own, which is $221 per month before
Medicare is deducted. I am now age 68.
My husband retired three years ago
and is 69. His Social Security is $518 a
month before Medicate is deducted.
Could you please tell me if I am entitled
to half of the amount that he gets or do I
stay as I am? — V.A.
Because you retired at age 63, you
would be locked into a reduction for
retiring early on both your own benefits
and on wife's benefits on your
husband's account. What this boils
down to is that you are eligible to
receive either 86.7 percent of your own
age 65 benefits, or 83.4 percent of one-
half of your husband's age 65 benefits.
Usually, persons who draw











count receive a higher benefit than they
would receive from drawing spouse's
benefits, especially if they retire earlier
than age 65. Under Social Security
laws, you can either draw your own
benefits or a spouse's benefit,
whichever gives you the highest
benefit. However, since you are over
the age of 65, if you are widowed, you
would receive 100 percent of your
husband's benefits instead of your own
retirement benefits as a widow.
HEARTIJNE: Please clarify this for
me: A person works under Social
Security for 25 years and has more than
the required quarters to qualify for
disability but is not disabled at this
..time. He then works for the next 15
years for a government office and does
not pay any Social Security within this
period. Then, at 60-62 years of age, he
becomes totally disabled.
Is this person then required to
resume work for another company and
pay five more years of Social Security
before being eligible for Social Security
disability benefits? Is there a penalty
for this person not being disabled at age
35 when he has worked under 5ocia1
Security more than the required
quarters to benefit from the amount he
Washington Today
has already paid into the system? —
P.S.
The requirements for Social Security
disability benefits include one which
states that a person must have at least
20 quarters of covered earnings under
Social Security in 40 consecutive
calendar quarters ending the quarter in
which the disability began. In other
words, you must have worked five
.years out of the 10-year period im-
mediately preceding your disability in
a Social Security-covered job.
We are sure that Social Security laws
were not written to penalize any persor
just because they do not become
disabled at an early age. However, it is
logical to assume that any company or
government agency which offers
disability retirement would want to
establish a current connection between
the disabled person and the company or
agency.
So, if you work under Social Security
for years, then change to a job that does
not require Social Security payments,
and then become disabled, you have to
establish your current connection with
Social Security in the manner explained
a hove.
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
Campaigning
And Predictions
WASHINGTON (AP — Given the
lessons of campaigns past, presidential
candidates and their managers should
have learned by now that forecasting
the ,)utcome of a political contest can
magnify a defeat and take the edge off a
victory.
They haven't
For some reason, inside every
campaigner is a would-be oddsmaker.
The wise ones try to convince the world
that their candidates will be delighted
to limp home second or third in this or
that presidential primary election.
But enthusiasm often overcomes
wisdom. It's happening in the 1980
campaign.
Some will magnify defeats, as Sen.
Howard H. Baker Jr. did by counting
too heavily on victory in an otherwise
meaningless straw poll in Maine. He
lost, to former CIA Director George
Bush.
Some will help take the edge off
smaller-than-expected victories, and
make them look like defeats. That
happened dramatically two campaigns
ago, when Sen. Edmund S. Muskie's
manager in New Hampshire said
anything less than 50 percent of the vote
in that opening primary would be
grounds for suicide. Musitie won with 44
percent. His campaign went downhill
from that point.
Last campaign, Ronald Reagan had
problems with forecasts that exceeded
performance. His people in New
Hampshire began by forecasting a
landslide. When Reagan lost by a
handful of votes to then-President
Gerald R. Ford, his claim of
satisfaction at having come that close
to an incumbent was undermined by the
early claims that he was going to win.
In the 1976 Florida primary his
campaign manager, E.L. (Tommy)
Thomas, forecast a 2-1 victory over
Ford, then toned it down to 55 percent.
Ford won with 53 percent of the vote,
and Reagan once again said he was
delighted with the outcome.
Thomas is still working for the
Reagan cause, and he's still into
Bible Thought
likewise, I say unto you there is
joy in the presence of the angels of
God Over one sinner that repenteth.
Luke 15:10
Make an angel happy today Repent
, of your sin and LAC Christ as your
personal Saviour.
forecasting. He said weeks ago that
Reagan would win 2-1 over former
„Texas Gov. John B. Connally in last
Saturday's Republican straw vote in
Florida. Once again, the initial forecast
was hedged later on, with the Reagan
camp saying their man would win by 8
to 10 percentage points. He did.
While the initial Reagan claim was
overly optimistic, the Connally people
got into forecasting, too, and then had
to admit they were disappointed at the
final numbers.
Connally's state chairman, Ander
Crenshaw, said on Oct. 20 that the
Texan was going to score "a major
upset victory" in the straw vote.
Crenshaw cited the original Reagan
victory claim, and said that anything
less than 50 percent of the vote would be
a serious defeat for Reagan.
On the eve of the straw vote, Edward
Mahe, Connally's campaign manager,
said he would come within 3 to 5 per-
centage points of Reagan.
Reagan got 36.4 percent. Connally
was second, but nearly 10 points behind,
and only 5 points ahead of the third-
place Bush. Any proceeds of the out-
come were purely psychological.
I 
MUTE TO Pi HIM IAN.
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
I
publishes the addresses
of the state and rederal elected
representatives serving our area
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the !nailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
I).('. 20510
Sen. Wendell II. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, II. r 20510
Rep. Carron liubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
address of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:





Master Chief Boatswain's Mate
James R. Goodson, USN, is serving
aboard the guided missile light cruiser
USS Galveston, San Diego, Calif.
Deaths reported include -Mrs. J. B.
(Grace) Ross, 56, and Mrs. Lola Edna
laimpitins, 74.
George Bennette, internationally
known blind pianist, will present a
concert on Nov. 24 at Murray State
University.
Births reported include a boy, James
David, to Mr. and Mrs. James Henry
Armstrong on Nov. 19, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Dale Hancock on Nov.19
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Erwin of Hazel
Route 1 will celebrate their 50th wed-
ding anniversary on Nov. 29.
Jewell Deene Ellis was speaker and
Treva Everly was soloist at the fall
banquet of the Home Economics Club of
Murray State University held Nov. 20 at
the Southside Restaurant.
20 Years Ago
The United Fund Drive for Murray
and Calloway County has reached
$19,763.31 toward the 1960 goal, ac-
cording to James H. Blalock, fund drive
chairman.
Deaths reported include Charlie
Beaman, 77, and W. D. Sykes, Sr., 81.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Barnett, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Andrews, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Max Weaver, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Paschall, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Holton Ecimonson.
Dr. Louis Charles Ryan and Dr
James Byrn attended a seminar on
contact lens held recently at Chicago,
Ill.
Billy P. Thurman and Bill Wyatt had
high individual series for the week with
handicap in bowling in the Murray,
Merchants League at Corvette Lanes.
'"North By Northwest" with Cary
Grant, Eva Marie Saint, and James
Mason is showing at the Varsity
Theatri.• •
30 Years Ago
Sherwood Potts, farmer in the
Coldwater Community, won the adult
division, and Frank Hill, farmer in the
Hazel C'ornmunity, won the 4-H and
FFA division of the County Corn' Derby.
Potts produced 114.89 bushels of corn on
an acre of land and Hill produced 103.51
bushes per acre.
Deaths reported include Edd Walker
and Jimmie Bazzell.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. McNeely of
Farmington Route 1 will observe their
golden wedding anniversary on Nov. 26.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Young on Nov. 11, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Mose Dunning, Jr.,
on Nov. 13, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Granville Montgomery on Nov. 14.
The Rev. W. H. Bone of the Memorial
Baptist Church, Murray, was elected as
a state board member of the General
Association of Baptists in Kentucky at
the recent convention held at
Louisville.
Betty -June .. West, Letitia Maupin,
Mary Ann Underwood, William Smith,
Clegg Austin, Pat Darnell, and Robert
Glin Jeffrey are seniors at Murray High
School named to the 1949-50 National
High School Register.
T()(lisN- In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Nov. 23, the 327th
day of 1979. There are 38 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Nov. 23, 1765, the court of
Frederick County, Md., repudiated the
Stamp Act — the first such colonial
action against Britain.
On this date:
In 1774, the colonial provincial
Congress formed the Minutemen.
In 1863, in the Civil War, the battle of
Lookout Mountain began in Tennessee.
In 1945, wartime food rationing en-
ded.
In 1971, Communist China took its
seat as a permanent member of United
Nations Security Council.
In 1970, Pope Paul VI ruled that
Roman Catholic cardinals over BO years
of age could not vote in Papal elections.
Ten years ago, the world's first earth-
to-space news conference occurred on
board Apollo XII.
Five years ago, - President Gerald
Ford met with Soviet leader Brezhnev
in Vladivostok.
One year ago, the bodies of hundreds
of victims of the "Jonestown
Massacre" in Guyana began arriving in
United States.
Today's birthday: Baseball player
Luis Tiant is 39.
Thought for today Honesty is the
best policy because it has so little
competition. — Anonymous.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
adtlress and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spated whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject .any letter .and
Address . correspondence— to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Ky. 42071.






































































































Nails need good diet
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
wife can't grow fingernails
She has tried everything_ She
eats only salads and occasion-
ally meat. Can you help her
with her fingernail problem?
DEAR READER - If your
description of your wife's diet
is really accurate, the first
place to start is to provide
proper nutrition for her. Sal-
ads with occasional meat isn't
a balanced diet. Fingernails
are specialized skin and con-
sist ,of a large amount of
protein Proper fingernail
growth depends upon the state
of good health plus a good bal-
anced diet that includes an
adequate amount of protein,
calcium and iron
Your wife should be getting
at least 50 grams of good
quality protein a day. She
would need about a half a
pound of raw edible weight of
the flesh only of meat, fish or
chicken to provide this
amount of protein. Or she
could get part of this protein
by using a quart of fortified
skim milk a day I would sug-
gest that she use the milk plus
some meat which could be
either fish or chicken if she
doesn't like red meat.
The milk will provide the
calcium which she absolutely
must have. A calcium defi-
cient diet will also contribute
to softening of the bones at an
early age. Neither meat nor
salads are satisfactory sourc-
es of calcium.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 4-6, Balanced
Diet, Recommended Daily
Dietary Allowances (RDA). ft
will provide you a brief
review of the requirements
for a balanced that. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope for it. Send your request
to me, in care of this newspa-
per. P.0 Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB I'm a
handicapped person and have
to sit all the time My stom-
ach and hips are expanding. Is
there an help for me so that I
can lose this girth? I weigh
147 pounds and am 5 feet 5.
JACK
STAULCUP
And His Nino Kap °ranging







DEAR READER - If you
have to sit all the time and
can't walk and de exercises, it
certainly does increase your
problem. Part of the reason
that people develop heavy
hips and a large middle is the
accumulation of fat. Fat depo-
sits mean that you're taking in
more calories than you use. If
your exercise is limited, that's
understandable.
I do not know the extent of
your handicap and it's possi-
ble that there are forms of
physical exercise that you can
use that will help you use
calories and help control your
weight: If so, you should try it.
This might be swimming or
other water exercises.
Other than those exercises
and a diet to put you in the
proper calorie balance, you
might need to tighten up your
muscles You may not be able
to do sit ups and leg lifts,
depending on the nature of
your handicap, but you can
voluntarily contract and relax
your abdominal muscles sim-
ply by sucking them in, letting
them relax and then sucking
them in and holding them
tight again. Don't overdo this
when you start.
You can learn to contract
all of your trunk muscles as
much as you can. Hold the
contraction a few seconds and
then relax for a few seconds.
By doing this repeatedly for
all the muscles you can move,
you can help to develop and
maintain your muscles even if
you have to do it sitting or
lying down.
THE ACES IRA G CORN, JR
-No self-made man ever
did such a good job that
some woman didn't want to
make a few alterations." --
Kin Hubbard.
Declarer could have used
a few alterations in his plan
for today's no trump game.
With two enemy aces to
knock out, it was time to
think about isolating East's
long suit.
West led the spade king
and declarer quickly won
with dummy's ace. The dia-
mond king was led from
dummy to West's ace and
West led his last spade.
Declarer ducked one round,
but it was no use. East con--
tinued the suit to knock out
declarer's queen and the
club ace pro'eided the vital
entry to beat the game.
"How should I have.
known to knock out the club
ace before the diamond
ace?" lamented South. "Had
I done so. I would have
made the game."
"There was no need to
guess," contributed North.
"If East had both aces,
there would have been noth-
ing that you could have
done. So you should have
played for split aces. And in
that case, you should have
made your holdup play on
the first spade instead of the
second."
If dummy ducks West's
king of spades. West will
continue and knock out
dummy's ace. The diamond
Free For The Asking!
WRITE
'BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURS
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
_king goes to West's ace, but
the holdup play succeeds.
West wins and cannot lead a
third spade and declarer
takes control.
He wins the next lead,
knocks out East's ace of
NORTH 11-23-A
4 A 6
V K 8 3
• K Q 8 2
• K 1094
WEST EAST
•K ilk.; 10 9 8 4 3
flf 9 7 5 2 flf QJ 10
• A 5 3 • 7 4
• 8 7 5 2 4 A 3
SOL TH
. 444 7 2
V A 6 4
• J 109 6
• Q .1 6
Vulnerable North-South.
Dealer North The bidding
North East South West
1 • IC 1 NT Pass
2 NT Pass 3 NT All
pass
Opening lead King, of
spades
clubs and the defense gets
only three tricks while











ANSWER: Pass. Opener has
a minimum and the sixth
spade does not add enough
strength to make game a good
bet.
Send bridge questions to The- Aces.
CO Box 12363 Dallas, Texas 75225,







Save with these "rock-bottom" Film Processing Prices!
Nov. 21 - Dec. 1
Kodacolor, Fuji, or Focal Film.







Just 17/8x45/8x63,4", but delivers 
plenty of eich, full
bodied sound. Fits easily under 
dash, seat or in
glovebox of most vehicles. 
Slide-action volume,
balance and tone controls. 
Includes plenty of speaker
cable and all mounting 
hardware". 12-1802
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linear scales. Bat- -
tery extra. 22-209








Turn on to a
sharp little radio












It looks like W.C. Fields
and his nose lights ub if  










Base Station with AM RadioSpace Patrol by Archer"
Save 29%
2 495 Reg.34.95Hear all 40 CB channels, talk toSpace Patrol walkie talkies. Bat-teries extra. 60-4010
Walkie-Talkie
Built-in code key. Batteryextra. 60-4001 9
Walkie-Talkie with Radio
With AM radio. Battery 1extra 60-4003 495











4 games in one. Tennis,







Control cams let you
choose 6 courses. Bat-teries extra. 60-2376
Big-Rig 6 possible courses. Bat- 99Truck teries extra. 60-2374
Fire Cams control direction. 99Engine Batteries extra. 60-2375




A gift within a gift for kids
of all ages-each has an
AM radio inside!





Raccoon, 12-971 Not Shown 13.95
Extra
 12.95
Pekingese, 12-967 Not Shown 
Brown Spaniel, 12-979 Not Shown 15.95
Boxer, 12-981 Not Shown ..t  12.95








Aeronautical Lab Kit. 28-196 Not Shown   11.95
Digital Computer Kit. Batteries extra. 28-218 Not Shown 19.95
Digital Logic Lab Kit. Batteries extra 26-226 Not Shown 9.88
AM/FM Radio Kit. Batteries extra. 2e-234 Not Shown 9.88
Action Packed Radio Controlled Cars





A Elf Racer, 60-3014 14.95 -
B. Fang "Off Road:' 60-3036 29.95
Military Tank, 60-3009 Not Shown .24.95
Formula-1 Racer, 80-3013 Not Shown  . 24.95
Ferrari Racer, 604015 Not Shown  . . .11.95







A Golf, 60-2148 21.95
24.
B Basketball o-s2146 27.95
5Football, 60-2144 Not Shown  9
Electronic Repeat, 60-2142 Not Shown .. 19.95
Baseball. 60-2147 Not Shown  29.95
Pinball, 60-2140 Not Shown 26.95
Blackjack, 60-3011 Not Shown  22.95



















,FIRiCFS MAY VARY AT iNCTIVIP1)AI ' E
THE Ml KHAN K & TIMES
PM
• HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
12th & Main- Murray. Ky.























•tomplete Automatic Transmission Service
209 S 7th • Complete Tune up L Repair Service 753-1751


























Air Conditioning, Sheet Natal
753-4832






I SI 7/ V/L"
... .. America's Favorite
Drive-In
641 North Hwy. 753-9002
Kenlake Marine
J. W.-WILHAM-MGR.
: Ski Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental
Ky. Lake State Park Pb. 474-2245
Kentidekil fried
"It's Finger Lickin' Good"









South 12th St. - Murray




















D & W Auto Supply
"We install auto glass"
Auto Paint Material
512 5. 12th 753-4563
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
-Go To Church Sunday"
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning- Noating-Contaitecial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE










Morning Worship 11 00 am





















Sunday School 9,45 atri
Morning Worship 10,45 am






Evening Worship 7 :30 p.m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10.50 gm
Evening Worship 600 pm.
NEW PAT. CARMEL MISSIONARY






Morning Worship 11 00 a.m
Evening Worship 7 00p.m
ELM GROVE 1APTIST
Morning Worship 11:00am








Morning Worship 11 :00 •.m.
Evening Worship 5 Wpm, & 6-00 pm.
MOUNT WORD FREEWILL {AIMS! .
Sunday School '9.30am.
Worship 11 00 a.m.
LONE.DAR plasm!'
















7 DO p m
11,10 a.ni
6W Din



























Sunday School 10 Warn
Morning Worship 11 Warn
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Preaching 11 00am 816 00pm












ST. JOHN BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship 10 45 0.m
Sunday School 9 30 a.m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHUICH
Wednesday Service 6,30p .m.
Sunday School 10:00 am
Worship Service 1100a.m.
Sunday Nite 6 30p.m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School 10 a.m
Preaching Serrtce 11 a .m
Nifently Service 6 p.m
EASTWOOD RAPIST MINN






Worship Services 10 45 a m ,6 00 p m
MURRAY OIRISTIAN HUM/RIM
Worship 10 30a m
Bible School 9 30a m
Evening Service 6 00p in
Others
CHURCH Of JESUS CNRIST
Of LATTER DAT SAINTS
Woodman of World Bldg




Sunday Mass 8 a m..11 a.m., 4,30p.m.
Saturday Mass 6 30 p.m.
CHRISTIAN SCIENa
SERVICES
Farmer Ave and 17th St Murray, Ky ,
Sundays 11 00 a.m. Testimony meeting
second Wednesday 8 p m •
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower 10 30 a in.
Bible lecture 9 Warn.
ST: JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour 9 45 gm.
Church School 11 00 a m.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School 10 15 a in.
(lurch Service II Warn.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 10 30a m.
Worship Service Sat 9 15-a .m.
AN INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FUTURE
The Measure of Man Is Man
Through science mankind has rcached heights undreamed of a hundred ymirs ago Bo
Cause of it our lit, has improved immeasurably Pastueruation of mak innocuiation against
smallpox pub° and diptheria the discovery of penkiliin hams all added years to our Of. expo(
tangy On the darker side. however, we have 1.een an increase in pollution the dangers
or radioactivity and a general decline in the quality of its in our cities
How can we insure that science will be used to benefit mankind rather than
harm him? Scientifsc oec.sions must be made with man's well being as its locus.
Our *sows must be TIM and InVillian who place ALIMell v.1111445 aboso purely
materialistic ones Science is one of our greatest achrovernents but it
Must he rniasurwil by its conorbutions to the quality of life









































































6 00 p m
11 Warn
6 00 p m
10 45 a m







10 50 a iii
6 00pin
ID COa in
10 50 a in
t Sunday &
10 00a in
11 00 a 114
1.4 fin
MARANATHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP





Sunday School 9 45 a In
Morning Worship 10 45 a in
NY P S. Worship 5 15 p m
Evening Worship 6 00p.m
Wednesday Worship 7 Wpm
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning worship ,11 00 a .m
Sunday School 10 00am
Evening Worstup 5 .Wpm.
NY P.S. Worship 5 00p m
Wednesday Evening 6 30p m
Presbyterian
UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School 10 00am
Worship Service 11 00g m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9 45am
itistup Semen 11 Warn.
OAR GROVE
Sunday School 10 00am
Worship Services I1am,7pm
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship 11 00a m
Evening Worship 7 00pm
FIRST PREUITTERIAN
Church Schad 9 Warn
Worship Service 10 40 a.m.
Pentecostal
ALMO WEIGHTS
Morning Worship 11 Warn
Evening Worship 7 :Wpm
UNTIED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School 10 00a m
Worship Services 11 Warn .6 00p.m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School 10 Warn.
Worship Services 11 00 a m 7 30p m
FIRST ASSEMBLY
Of GOO
Sunday School 10 00a m
Morning Worship II 00a m
Sunday Evening 7 00 pm
Thus Nite 7 00p m
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd
Sun Services 10-11 am -7 pm.Toe
Bible Study 7 p.m
DEWARDS CHAPEL
Sunday School 10 00a in
Worship Service 11 00 am
Evening Worship 7 00 pm












Rt. 4 mum.", Ky. 7534717
Methodist
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Worship 10 00 a in
Sunday' School 11 ClOaln
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship 11 Warn
Sunday School 10 00 am
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School 10 00am
WIr ship 11.130e m
MARTIN'S aunt UNITED
WorstupSerince 9 30a m
Sunday School 10 Warn
GOOD 3/UPWIND DARTED
Worship Service 11 Ward
Sunday School 10i00a.m,
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School 10 00am
Morning Worship 11 Warn
KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School 10 00am
Morning Worship 11 00am
Evening Worship 7 00 pm
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11 013 a m 1st & 2nd
Sunday, 1000 am 3rd & 4th. Sunday
School 10 00 am 1st & 2nd Sunda), . 11 00
am 3rd & 4th Sunday
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship 10 00am.
Sunday School 11 00 gm.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship 8 45& 10 50am
IIBSSELS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 00am.
Morning Worship 11 Warn.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service 9 45 a m.
(lurch School 10 45am
GOSHEN METI1004ST
Clutch School 10-00a.m.
Worship Service 11 00am
Evening Services Worship 6 30 pm
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 10 00 am.
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School 10 Warn.
Worship II  Warn .6 00p.m.
MX,. HEBRON
Worship Service 10 00 a in 1st Sunday &
II 00 am 3rd Sunday, Sunday School
II 00 a m 1st Sunday - 10 00 a.m. 2nd,
lird& 4th Sunday
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10 00 a m 2nd Sunday.
II 00 am 4th Sunday, Sunday School
10-00 a.m 1st. 3rd, - 4th Sunday 11 00





Morning Worship 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School 10 30am.
1st it 3rd Sunday Night 6 00p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 00 am.
Morning Worship 11 Warn.
2rvi & 4th Sunday Night 7 00p.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE










403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Soars, Gen. Manager
soling Graves, Callaway, Marshall, Carlisle Coolies hi Ky. sad Newry Ce.,


























AND APPAREL THE SAGER GLOVE
CORPORATION
753-7781 700 N. 4th St. Murray
.' S Captain D's
seafood





"Serve% Yoe Deco MT'
Iles Crass -Hardware
214 Main St. Case 15.01 Knives 7'53-1543
P N
WInch•sleir S•rvIctri
• 'The Businessman's Choice ,
For Fine Printing"102 N. 4th 753-5397
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans




• ';',,,....- ' of MarraySunday Buffets - 11 to 2
- Hwy. 641 South 753-5986
z-Gallimore's Restaurant
,c,:t Specialaing in Catfish Dinners
We Cater To Parties
Hazel, Ky. 492-9785
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Bedding Blocks & Ready Mil Concrete
East Main Street 753-3540
Thy Shalt Not Steel
Parker.. FOR Es]
Ford Inc.
ICome. ow/ aci- 701 Main 753,5273
Thy Shalt Not Kill
. Attend The Church
Of Your Choice
fti .11oliand D,tug 3
Bob Dunn, R. Ph.
109 So. 4th Street 15% Discount Cash A Carry 753-1462
On Prescriptions
e., Sue & Charlic's Restaurant7i 
, 
Famous Fish Dinners r
i







4/ JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Murray Sorrel Calloway, Groves,
MI- 1323 NM Carlisle Ceenties
PRIMPS Hendon's Service Station
'66 CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S----..-----
, PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
No. 4th Street khone 753-1921,
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales andService -











" Pete and Anthony Rutledge
105 Pine St. • 753-3452 or 753-6565



























through CIT Financial Ser-
vice on $100.00 or more.
Any number of items from
any department in our
store included.
kak/ao-
























































































































































































































































of commands and watch
them out He moves










































A l, ;," I ,•
presc hoofers Ail pieces are
ues,nk able
$
Reg 4.66 274 
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Acres of free Parking
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To Four- Or Eight-Party Lines
Bell Must Improve Service
AGES
FRANI:1;( di I . K) ( Al''
south Cent' al.Bell Telephone
must impro‘e service by
Mc end of 1981 for customers
v. Iii still has e four-or eight-
part lii ies. according to a
state I.tulitr Regulatory
Commission ruling.
The order formalizes a
deadline for improvements
that South Central Bell has
pre% uuusis said it hopes to
meet and affects 14,395
Kentuck residents. To do it,
the cimipari maintains that it
cc ill need wore money. -
Ii' a statement issued
Wednesdio . Paul D
Candless. a vice president
in charge of Kentucky
operations, said South Central
Bell could meet the 1981 ob-
jective. "if we are permitted
revenues adequate to cover
the high cost of construction." -
Consumer prices have in-
creased about 20 percent since
January 1978 while telephone
charges have increased only 6
percent, McCandless said.
"While we have done
everything within reason to
minimize the impact of in-
flation on our business, this 6
percent increase over a period




Bible Classes . ....  10:00 a.m.
Worship 10:45a.m.
Worship 6.00 p.m.




South of Murray on
Old Murray-Paris Road.
For Transportation
on one of our buses
phone 492-8206
CR PLAIN CH ROAD
Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 8:30 A.M.
WNBS RADIO 1340
Searching the Scriptures: Sunday 12:30 P.M.
WBBJ-TV. Ch. 7
"A Warm and Friendly Welcome Awaits You"
enough to get the job done.' he
said.
In the order, dated Monday,
the commission also in-
structed the compapy to en-
sure that no new applicant for
telephone service would have
to wait more than 12 months.
Commission regulations
specify that 90 percent of the
requests for regular service
must be fulfilled within five
working days. an objective
Bell is already meeting.
But the commission's order
notes. "that some applicants
for new service have been
elven dates for service in
excess of three years from the
date of application for such
service."
South Central Bell currently
has about 5.000 held ap-
plications for service.
McCandless said the company
hasn't determined the full
impact of the order on this
part of its operation.
Bell has about 790,000
customers in Kentucky, but
most of its service problems
are in the eastern part of the
state.
The conunission's order
stemmed from a Sept. 12
hearing in which Bell was
ordered to show why it
"should not correct this
service deficiency • im-
mediately and prior to the
commencement of any new
major construction projects."
Your Individual  
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR SATURDA
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out
what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
iMar.21 to Apr. 19) erdIA
You may gain a sudden
insight about a financial
matter. Doing extra work at
home and partying won't mix.
Chose priorities.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20
Unexpected decision re
partnership. You may be




(May 21 to June 20)
Close allies. may have ob-
jections about traveling.
Where You Can Save
20% to 30%
on 14 Kt. Chains, Charms
And Bracelets For Men
and Women









No Layaway s on Sale Merchandise •
Visa Mastoid's:ye
Y, NOVEMBER 24, 1979
Begin new work projects. A
family member could be
critical of a love interest.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22,!
Local visits may lead to
romance. A change of pace
heightens perceptions. Not the
time to finalize finacial
agreements.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) afiCk
Don't let money worry in-
terfere with enjoying yourself.
Follow intuition re domestic
affairs. Listen to partner's
thoughts.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
Watch map decisions. New ,
insights re work, but you still*
may be nervous about im-
plementing them. Give health
regimen special priority.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct: 22) —
A romantic meeting may
not live up to expectations.





( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Be tactful in presenting new
ideas. Unexpected visitors
may upset home routine.
Don't give a party unless
you're in the mood.
SAGITTARIUS
)NOV. 22 to Dec. 21) )1W
Sudden perceptions about s -
relationship possible. You
could change your mind about
a business propositon. Con-
sider all angles.
Jan. 19Wee. 22 to
CAPRICORN
If traveling, you may be
tempted to overspend.
Unexpected news from a
friend. A person at a distance
may seem somewhat cold.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) —
An acquaintance may not be
interested in your romantic
advances. Questions of in-
timacy seem paramount. New
developments re career and
business.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Close allies may resent your
need for privacy. If you want
to be by yourself, don't be
rude. Travel plans subject to
changes.
YOU BORN TODAY have
the ability to commercialize
your artistic talents. Though
you can get by on your wits,
your greatest success will
come when you develop
ambition. You are dramatic
and can succeed in writing,
acting, and public affairs. You
are both artistic and practical.
Banking, real estate, and
management would bring you
financial success, as well as
music, sculpture, and art.
You're also inclined to
phiLsophy and are a good
observer of the human con-
dition. Birthdate of: John V.
Lindsay, ex-mayor of N.Y.;
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec,




Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
5.30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3.30 p.m. Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office hour,
of The Murray Ledpr 11 Times are
a.m. to 5 Mond throu h












Home Owned & Operated
Storey's Meats...A Super Way To Save
U S D.A Choice Boneless
Rump Roast




















lb 99' Pork Chops
Bananas


































'6998 up 'as 3 Lb BogJonathanWinesapRed Delicious
Golden 99
COUPON
Limit I Per Family
Blue Bonnet
Mar Wine
2 / 8 oz Mfg or
• Good Only Al Storey's
Exp 11-27-79
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Pillsbury
Brownie Mix
22' > or• $1 "
Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 11-27-79
COUPON













1 8 0 z
2/99'
Good Only Al Storey's
Ex
COUPON 095664




9541 2 .. 
Good Only At Storey's
Ex.. 11-27-19
4011)111
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Have A Happy Thanksgiving


























LiIrt!I I Per Family
Fronkenberry
Cereal






















































































rozen & Dairy Specialsor
Pet Pumplrn or Mince




Pie Shells 2 pk 57'
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Lions Stun Bears 20-0 For Only
Second Victory Of 1979 Season
PONTIAC, Mich. AP —
memo to CBS-TV: If you're
looking Jor a prime-time show
about a struggling young
professional football team
yy-ith a patient, understanding
coach, Monte Clark and the
Detroit Lions would like to
volunteer.
It would be a real grabber.
The team would lose its
quarterback to injuries and
start the season with a raw
rookie calling signals. The
club would be 1-11, taking an
eight-gaine losing streak into
a nationally televised
Thanksgiving Day game
against the rough, tough
Chicago Bears, who would be
riding a four-game winning
string and talking' about the
playoffs.
The rest is elementary. In
the Big Game, with the whole
nation glued to its television
sets, the quarterback — a
blond matinee idol — and the
fun-loving defensive end —
who wears an earring in one
ear off the field — lead the
team to a 20-0 victory and
everyone agrees it's the best
Thanksgiving ever.
And listen. The Lions could
go into production im-
mediately because they
rehearsed the wNole show
Thursday and pulled it off with
a letter-perfect dress
rehearsal. They played it
before a house of 66,219
National Football League fans
in the Silverdome and drew
rave reviews. Even the
Chicago critics said it was a
good show..
"We talked about the fact
that the whole country was
watching today," Clark said
after the game. "This was our
chance to show the nation
what we're made of."
Clark said game balls were
given to quarterback Jeff
Kondo and defensive end Al
"Bubba" Baker.
Komlo, a 6-foot-2. 205-
pounder out of Delaware. hit
on 16 of 30 pass attempts for
244 yards and one touchdown.
despite throwing three in-
-*
terceptions.
' Baker, the second-year
giant ,who was All-Pro as a
rookie, had four sacks as the
Lions' defense held alter
Paytim and the potent Bears
offense to just 220 total yards
— only- 54 Of them by Pa ton.
who was the league's No 2
rusher going into the game.
It was the first time all
season the lions had appeared
on national television: their
other :games have been
regional telecasts. Clark and
Komi° said it made the team
play haider. Baker said the
cameras made no difference.
"The national television
means nothing. to tell you the
truth." Baker said. It just
adds pressure.
"You have to be man
enough when you're losing to
keep your shirt on. Then. when
your number conies up on a
day like today . you're ready."
Chicago Coach Neill
Armstrong said he felt the
Bears beat themselves.
• •lust like when we won, we
won as a team," Armstrong
said "TtKiit) we lost the same
%kay. Neither our offense nor
our special teams executed
y ery well."
Our defense gave us the
ball three times on pass in-
terceptions in good field
positions but we couldn't take
advantage of them," added
Armstrong.
The Hears slipped to 7-6 with
the defeat, but still retain a
slim hope of making the
playoffs. The Lions are 2-11.
-Monte's believed in us,"
Rondo said. "He hasn't
criticized us. That's the thing
that's been so valuable to us.
We haven't gotten down on one
another."
K oni10 connected with
Leonard Thompson on a 22-
y ard pass play in the second
quarter and Detroit tailback
Rick Kane scored 4 a 1-yard
touchdown burst ih the fourth
quarter. Lions platekicker
Beniiy Ricardo booted field
goals of 35 and 29 yards.
Famed Dallas Computer Blows A
Fuse; Miscount Costs Them Win
IRVING, Texas.IAP —The
famed Dallas Cowboy's
computer blew a fuse Thur-
sday when it couldn't count to
11.
The monumental mistake,
courtesy of Dallas' specialty
teams, gave the Houston
Oilers a second chance, and
they cashed in the boner for
the game-winning touchdown
and a wild, 30-24 National
Football League victory.
It all happened like this: On
fourth-and-4 from the Dallas
37, Cliff Parsley punted.
However, Dallas, thinking
Houston was going to try a
field goal, was confused.
The referees counted 12
Cowboys on the field and
David Stalls was the odd man
out.
'The 5-yard penalty moved
the ball to the Cowboys 32, and
on the next down, quarterback
Dan Pastorini rifled a touch-
down pass to Ken Burrough
for Houston's winning score.
In the other NFL game on
Thanksgiving Day, the Detroit
Lions blanked the Chicago
Bears 20-0.
While Pastorini was ap-
plying the coup de grace with
7:54 to play, Cowboys
specialty team coach Mike
Ditka was spiking his clip-
board on the sidelines and
shouting at Stalls.
Then he shouted at Coach
Tom Landry in an ,exchange
'alOngr the teotibled Cowboy
bench.
"It was a' critical error,"
Landry said later. "You'll
have to ask Mike Ditka just
what happened." However,
Ditka was a no-show in the
Cowboys dressing room after
the game and couldn't be
questioned about the matter.
"It would have been a tough
go without that," said Houston
Coach Bum Phillips. "It was
the critical play of the game."
The victory put Houston a
half-game ahead of Pittsburgh
in the American Conference
Central Division with a 10-3
record, while the Cowboys
dropped a half-game behind
Philadelphia and Washington,
with an 8-5 ledger.
"They (the Cowboys) may
be America's team, but we're
Texas' team," sad Phillips. "I
wouldn't have it any other
way. This was probably the
moa emotional game I've .
ever been involved in."
It was a game. of Roger
Staubach versus Earl Cam-
pbell.
Campbell dashed for touch-
downs on runs of 61 and 27
yards and finished the day
with 195 yards on 33 carries.
Staubach completed touch-
down passes of 56 yards to
Drew Pearson and 21 yards to
Robert Newhouse and had
statistics of 21 of. 30' for 287
-yards.
Dalias"butlt a 21-17 halftime
lead before young Mike
Renfro, who was a Cowboy
waterboy when his 'father
served as an assistant coach




field goal set the stage for the
fourth-quarter faux pas by the
Cowboys and the game-
winning touchdown pass by
Pastorini.
It was the first time Houston
had beaten Dallas in the
regular season in three tries,
and gave them five victories
in a row for the first time since
1962.
Campbell said, "To me, this
game is like Oklahoma and
Texa., But I'll never forget
this stadium because it is
where I made my debut as a
rookie*. 't
Defensive end Elvin Bethea
said. The biggest thing that
happened was them having 12
men on the field. Our defense
sputtered some the last three
quarters, but we proved
again, though I hate to keep
saying it, we're a pressure
team."
"If we play this good the
rest of the way, we'll .do-all
right," said Landry. "V)e
played very well offensively,
and we had a chance to win at
the last."
Pastorini said of the Oiler
efort, "I won't jump for joy
because we beat Dallas. It's
just another win on the way to
the Super Bowl."
More At Stake Than
Tradition In Lexington
LEXINGTON. Ky. IAPI
The bitter college football
rivalry between Kentucky and
Tennessee needs no un-
derscoring, but there will be
more at stake than the
traditional, battered beer
barrel when the Volunteers








Pearly & Charlotte McClure
We have 'TVA approved stoves
available on Interest Free
Loan Program
Come out and get to know us, we warp to do business
A Kentucky victory would
send the Wildcats to the Dec.




accepted a bid to play Purdue
in the Bluebonnet Bowl. The
Volunteers, 5-4, also risk the
ignqminy of taking a losing
record to Houston.
Tennessee still must play
Vanderbilt, so a victory over
Kentucky is neededlo ensure
a winning season. But the Vols
must rebound from last
week's 44-20 humiliation at the
hands if 3-7 Mississippi.
Kentucky Coach Fran ('urni
seemed irritated this week at
all the bowl talk.
"All we're worried about
now is playing Tennes.see."
Curci said. "It wouldn't make
any difference if we had a
chalice of going ttra bowl. It
wouldn't make any differenrt,
if Tennessee had won or lost
last week. This is always that
kind of emotional gamme "
Wildcat split end F, ix
Wilson discovered that Iie,t
year in Knoxville. where Vol
kicker Alan Duncan booted
five field goals in Tennessee's
29-14 victory.
"When I heard the fail...
yelling at us as we left thi,
field, it dawned on me %bat
this series was all about."
Wilson, a Jersey City, N .1 ,
native. "When I first emu hi
Kentucky, the rivalry didn't
mean that much to me. I
wasn't a native of Kentucky,
but I am a Kentucky football
player, so the game means a
lot more to me now."
Wilson has another in-
centive: he Reeds six pa,
receptions to break Tini.
Hutchinson's 17-year-old
career record of 94.
Wilson already holds th-e
school record for calmer
reception yardage with 1,471
He passed Larry Seiple in last
week's 31-3 victory fwer
—flerAtta-by-catching six passe
for 157 yards and two tout ti
downs;
HONORABLE MENTION — Kevin Wright, a 178 lb.
guard and co-captain for the Murray High Tigers this
season, was named to Honorable Mention in the Ken-
tucky Associated Press All-State high school football
team poll.







and defensive tackle Eric
Yaszemski will serve at
Lehigh University tri-captains
as the Engineers participate
in the NCAA Div. 1-AA post-
season championship football
playoffs.
Lehigh. is Murray State
University's opponent on
Saturday, Dec. 8, at Stewart
Stadium here on the first day
of the playoffs.
The winner advances to the
NC/rA Div..1-AA national title
game one week later, Dec. 15,
at Orlando, Fla., against the
survivor of a second game on
Dec. 8 between teams still to
be selected.
Lehigh, with a 9-2 season
record, is . ranked No. 1
nationally in its division in
fewest points allowed, having—
yielded only 79 for an average
of 6.2 per game. The
Engineers are No. 4 nativallY
in the latest 1-AA poll. Murray
State, with a 9-1-1 -mark, is No.
2 in the ratings.
Lehigh, coached .by John
Whitehead,- elected cpatains
each week this season and .last
saturday's choices against
Lafayette were Andres and
McCormick, both of Millville;
N. J., and Yaszemski, of
Harrison", N. J. They also were
chosen honorary seasonal
captains at that time.
The Engineers whipped
arch-rival LaFayette, 24-3, in
the 115th chapter of -America's
most-played collegiate
gridiron rivalry. Yaszemski,
outstanding in the victory,




This will be Lehigh's fourth
playoff appearance in seven
years. The earlier ones were
in Div. 2 before the Engineers
moved up into the newly-
created 1-AA category last
fall.
They won the Div. 2 national
championship in 1977 with
triumphs over Massachusetts,
Cal=Davis tn the Rockne Bowl
near Sacramento, Calif., and
Jacksonville, Ala.. State in the
Pioneer Bowl at Wichita Falls,
Tex. In 1973 and 1975 they
dropped first-round playoff
verdicts.
Andres, 5-11 and 181, is in
the College of Engineering
and Physical Sciences.
McCormick 6-2 and 224, and
Yaszemski, 6-1 and 235, are in
the College of Arts and
Science. They are among 15
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Jeep a
The 1990 CJ has a feisty new
4-cylinder engine and powertrain
for increased fuel efficiency*
without sacrificing the gutsy Per
tOrmaneICJ s are famous for Who
says economy has to be dull,
• An EPA estimated MPG 0,08,1 A
h111.••••, tstonat. of 25 11,,r,Albe• •
thtSt fA94,11 for ,OmDar,S0r, to,
may 0.MA:r clue to driving Aperd ••••1•.,
COMIIIATAM end trip emit', A< tua.
hyrway mileage w.il be ess
Jeep Pickup
A true workhorse full of advantages
Mauls a greater payload than ford
(bevy or Dodge Better ground
Clearance than Chevy Or Dodge
Lower loading height tool With
4-wheel drive that's built in.




On road or off, in rain, snow or ice.
Cherokee offers unsurpassed trac-
tion and confidence And the
Cherokee line of vehicles is loaded
with versatility From the rough and
ready Cherokee Chief tor a rugged
back woods trip to the Cherokee
4-00or for • roomy and smooth
drive 'crags town with the family
Phis, for 1980, Cherokee has a
redesigned poWertrain for im
pressere fuel economy
• An EPA estimated rAPG of Oval •
noserwey estimate of 90 Remember, use
these figures rer corm:rens." Your mums
mew defer due to driving speed weather
cOnclitrOdS and tnp lemith. Actual
rwehwey milerne wail be less
Jeep
Wagoneer
luxury and comfort combined with exceptional 4 wheel
drive performance Standard equipment includes, rich
leather seats, power windows fard door locks, quartz
digital clock, stereo AM ik FM rti3 with 8 track or CB,
power steering, power front disc brakes, automatic
transmission and Quadra Trac, Jeeps exclusive
automatic 4-wheel drive system
One test drive and youII understand why Wagoneer
Limited is the ultimate weld° and the ultimate in
4-wheel drove
PI Jeep
We wrote the book
on 4-wheel drive.
641 North
Whether you're looking for
4-wheelin' economy', excite-
ment, durability, confidence,
versatility or luxury, there's a
Jeep vehicle in your future.
Because when it comes to in-
novative 4-wheel drive
engineering and design, per-
formance, dependability and
traction, nobody does it better
than Jeep. Come into our
showroom today and see




Come in and see the new 1980 Jeep vehicles today!












































Regular Season Final Stats
TEAM STATISTICS
MSU OPPS
179 FIRST DOWNS 138
113 By Rushing 53
48 By Passing 61
18 By Penalty 24
574 NUMBER OF RUSHING PLAYS 396
2396 Yards Gained 1224
268 Yards Lost . 519
2128 Net Yards Gained 705
193.5 Yards/Gaines 64.1
21 Touchdowns 7
191 NUMBER OF PASSES ATTEMPTED 269
90 Completed 108
1154 Yards Gained 1569
104.9 Yards/Game 142.6
7 Touchdown Passes 6
12   Passed Had Intercepted 18
765 TOTAL NUMBER OFFENSIVE PLAYS 665
3282 Total Offense 2274
298.4 Yards/Game 206.7
4.3 Yards Att. 34
63 NUMBER OF PUNTS ,72
2204 Yardage 2385
35.0 Average' . 33.1
1 Punts Blocked 6
30 PUNTS RETURNED 19
144 Return Yardage 81
0 Touchdowns 0
KICK SCORING
31-31- ,, ,  , :Extra Points 1041
2-2 Two Point Conversions 1-2 .,
10-16 Field Goals 8-14
1 Field Goals Blocked 2
23 KICKOFFS RETURNED 45
453 Return Yardage 754
, 1 Touchdowns . 0
20 FUMBLES 29
12 Fumbles Lost 16
92 PENALTIES 57
1009 Yards Penalized 531
263 POINTS SCORED 116
23.9 Points/Game 10.5
SCORES BY QUARTERS
. 1 2 3 4 TOTAL
MUS 51 85 46 81 263
OPPS 29 32 14 41 116













OPPS ATTEND - SITE
21 7,600 • Cape Girardeau, Mo.




0 8,000 _ Martin, Tenn.
8 9,000 Murfreesboro, Tenn.
7 3,500 Indianapolis, Ind.
7 16,000 Murray
-10 10,000 Murray






Wednesday Nov. 28, 7:30 P.M. Racer Arena
Tickets now available at MSU Basketball Office in Room 2 1 1
of Stewart Statham
ALL SEATS• $4 Reserved• $2 Gen. Admission
Sponsored by Murray Jaycees
Bucks Victory Over Nets Tough
On Coach; Cavs Defeat Warriors
P1SCATAN A 11' , N.J. I AP
— The Milwaukee Bucks
defeated the New Jersey Nets
but it wasn't easy on their
coach.
"That was a tough game- on
me, "Milwaukee Bucks Coach
Don Nelson said Thursday
night after his team's 117-109
victory. "We built a com-
fortable lead in the first half,
stopped hitting in the third
when the Nets pressured the
ball, and then finally put it
back together in the fourth
period."
Milwaukee, was ahead 66-49
at the half, but was tied at 83
at the end of three periods.
-We just don't seem to be
able to win the close games in
the final minutes of the fourth
period, and that's what
professional basketball is all
about," said Nets Coach Kevin
1 oughery.
In the night's only other
NBA game, the Cleveland
Cavaliers defeated the Goldeu
State Warriors 120-93.
The Nets sent John
Williamson off the bench in
the third period, and • he
responded with 10 of his 14
points to help put New Jersey
back in the garnet-
Milwaukee also helped by
iniSsing 10 of their 11 shots in
the first six minutes. With 4:10
remaining in the third period,
Calvin Natt's two free throws
gave the Nets a 72-71 lead.
"It was tough to stop them
then because they were
putting two men on the ball
and we started to press,"
Nelson said.
Junior Bridgeman, or-
dinarily: the Bucks' sixth man,
started as small forward and
hit for 26 points late in the
game.
None were as important,
however, as the two free
throws rookie Pat Cummings
scored. with 6:38 left in the
'fourth period, giving
Milwaukee a 98-99 lead they
never gave up.
Cuninkings had 15 points and
Sidney Moncrief and Kent
Benson 14 each. '
Milwaukee's Brian Winters,
second high man wilt 16
points, was ejected at the 8:38
mark of the- fourth period
when referree Wally Rooney
hit him with two technical
fouls.
Mike Newlin lead New
Jersey with 20 points, Natt had
19, Ed Jordan 18, and Rich
Kelley and Williamson had 14
each.
Cavaliers 120, Warriors 93
Dave Robisch came in for
an injured John Lambert and
sparked Clevetand over
Golden State. After a sprained
right ankle sidelined Lambert,
Oklahoma And Nebraska
it, elaiid's regular (-enter,
lust four minutes into the
game, Robisch replaced him
and scored 16 points.
The Cavaliers outscored the
Warriors 20-3 in the final five
niinutes of the first half to take
a 61-15 lead as Robisch led the
spurt with eight points. Randy
Smith scored eight points and
Campy Russell seven in the
third period as the Cavaliers
extended their lead to 22






- The Southeastern Con-
ference will hold the first of
two semiannual meetings for
the 1979-80 school year Dec. 2-3
here, according to Com-
missioner Boyd McWhorter..
Attending -the meeting 1,v_t11
be the presidents of the 10-
member SEC universities,
along with faculty chairmen of
athletics and the athletic
directors.
University of ' Mississippi
Chancellor Porter Fortune is
president of the conference,
Kentucky President Otis
Singletary is vice president
and Auburn faculty chairman
of athletics Wilford S. Bailey
serves as secretary.
Legislative proposals to be
To Meet Head-On Saturday " td upon. McWhorter said
By KEN Ft.APPOPORT
_AP Sports Writer -
Oklahoma and Nebraska
are clearly the Big Two in the.
Big Eight.
Since the World War II,
those two college football
superpowers have won or
shared the conference
championship 32 times.
And Saturday, one or them
will make it 33.
"The game will be a. great
one, probably a classic," says
Oklahoma - halfback Dave
Overstreet as the Sooners
prepare to meet the Cor-
nhuskers in Oklahoma once
more -1 for the Big Eight
championship. "The -teams
are pretty evenly matched,
and at the end the one that
makes the fewest mistakes
will be victorious. 1 am very
confident that we will be that
Lean,.''
The winner will get a trip to
the Orange Bowl to meet No.5
Florida State. The loser won't
do too badly, either, gaining a
spot in the Cotton Bowl
against the Southwest Con-
ference champion.
The Sooners, who have lost
ont-to-Texasirrlfl games thus





Diabetes is much more serious
than most people seem to realize,
presently affecting over 200,000
Kentuckians. Diabetes is the
nations and Kentucky's #3 killer.
Diabetes is the leading cause of
new cases of blindness and is a
major factor in heart and kidney
disease. The need for RESEARCH &
EDUCATION cannot be met without
strong public support. Won't
you please donate whatever




NOVEMBER, AS PROCLAIMED BY
GOVERNOR CARROLL
IS DIABETES MONTH AND THE HELP OF
ALL KENTUCKIANS IS APPRECIATED.
In Cooperation With






1107 Larkspur Drive '
Murray, Ky. 42071
nationally, have won 17 Big"'
:Eight _11..utright. and
.shared six others. Nebraska,
10-0 heading into this big
showdown and ranked No.3,
lias been undisputed con-
ference champions six times
and shared it on three other
occasions.
"If the defense plays to its
potential, I don't think we will
have any problenos," says
Oklahoma tackle Keith Gary.
-But the offense will have to
move the ball well to insure a
victory for us. It all comes
down to a defensive struggle
in the end, though, because
both teams have excellent
offensive units and it will be
up to the defenses to contain
their opponents."
Halfback Billy Sims, last
year's Heisman Trophy
winner, is the big gni' for
Oklahoma, while Jarvis
Redwine is Nebraska's star in
two of the nation's nit •st
aivesome running attacks.
In another traditional and
meaningful game Saturday,
fourth-ranked Southern Cal
will play UCLA in the I,os
Angeles Coliseum. If the
Trojans win as expected, they
will make another of their
perennial trips to the Rose
Bowl, where they'll meet Ohio
State. The Trojans are led by
one of the nation's classiest
tailbacks, Charles White, and
quarterback Paul McDonald.
Starting with ninth-ranked
Houston, which played Texas
Tech today, the four teams
still in contention for the SW('
title will be in action this
weekend. Sixth-ranked Texas
will host No.17 ,Baylor and
No.7 Arkansas will meet SI1111
in a night game Saturday.
Elsewhere, 10th-ranked
Brigham Young plays San
Diego State for the Western
Athletic Conference title and a
berth in the Holiday Bowl Dec.
21 in San Diego.
The Cougars are led by
passing sensation Marc
Wilson, who can close out his
spectacular season with a 10th
straight 300-yard passing day.
"We have to get pressure on
Wilson or he's going to eat you
alive," said San Diego State
Coach Claude Gilbert.
Wilson, who already holds
or shares seven NCA A
records, has thrown for 25
touchdown passes and a
remarkable 3,442 yards. By
comparison, Dan Fouts of the
San Diego Chargers. — pro
football's passingest team
team — has 2,911 yards in 12
games.
Clemson, the nation's 13th-
ranked team, plays No.19
South. Carolina and No.18
Tulane takes on ISU in other
games Saturday involving the
nation's Top Twenty teams. In
another game today, Florida








State - and-- -Arizona-Arizona
State.
l'hursday, include adoption of
the NCAA rule which permits
practice and squad games for
-all sports-other than-foothall4o-
be played anywhere within the
state or 100 miles of campus;
in baseball, to permit a
makeup day, with a maximum
of two games, if all three
games of a conference series
are postponed due to weather;
in football, to formally adopt
the seven-game conference
football schedule beginning in
1988; and to increase the home
and travel squad for con-
ference football games from
Kff to 63.
SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Pro Football
Standings
By The Associated Press
Americas Coafereoce
East
W L T Pet. PF PA
New England 8, 4 0 687 321 221
MAIM 7 5 0 062w 172
Buffalo 6 6 0 500 1213 SB
NY Jets 5 7 0 417 246 2116
Baltimore 4 II 0 333 192 776
Central
Houston 10 3 0 759 315 274
Pittaburgh 9 3 0 750 301 19$
Cleveland 8 4 0 867 389 277
Cincinnati 2 10 0 167 256 316
West
Novo 9 3 0 750 230 187
San Diego 9 3 0 750 305 204
Oakland 6 6 0 500 286 249
Seattle 6 6 0 500 270 281
KILIMS City 5 7 0 417 184 203
Nadasal Conferrer*
East
Philadelphia 8 4 0 867 231 221
Washington 8 4 0 667 242 211
Dallas 8 5 0 615 284 255
N.Y. Giants 5 7 0 417 169 229
St Louis 3 9 0 29.0231 252
Central
Tampa Bay 9 3 0 750 241 177
Chicago 7 6 0 538 235 228
Minnesota 5 7 0 417 182 258
Green Bay 4 8 0 233 183 229
Detroit 2 11 0 10-4189 275
Wert
Los Angeles 0 6 0 .500 222 226
New Orleans 6 6 0 SOO 269 263
Mints 4 8 0 333w 270
San Francisco 1 11 0 083 234 339
Thursday's Games
Detroit 20, Chicago 0
Houston 90, Dallas 24
9ttoday's Games
Buffalo at New England
Cleveland at Pittsburgh
Washington at New York Giants
St Louis at Cincinnati
New Orleans at Atlanta
Minnesota at Tampa Bay
Philadelphia at Green Bay
Kansas City at San Diego




New York Jets at Seattle, inl
Pro Basketball
Standings




Boston 13 4 763
Philadelphia 13 7 650
Washington 11 8 500
New York 9 11 450
New Jersey 7 13 32*
Ceetral Dtvisioa
Atlanta 13 6 .619
Houston 10 5 .$56
San Antonio 11 9 .SSO
Indiana 9 12 .429
Cleveland , 9 13 406
Detroit 6 12 333
Western Conferrer*
Midwest DIVI111011
Milwaukee 15 5 750
Kansas City 10 12 455
Denver 14 .364
(lured° 5 16 .ne
Utah 2 18 .110
Pacific Division
Portland 16 6 727
Los Angeles 14 7 167
Seattle 13 7 650
Phoenix 13 8 619
Golden State 9 11 4.50
San Diego 9 13 409 7
Thursday's Games
Cleveland 133, Golden State 93





Washington at San Antonio
Atlanta at Chicago
Los Angeles at Phoenix




Cleveland at New York
Detroit at Indiana
New Jersey at Philadelphia




New Jersey at Cleveland
Golden State at Milwaukee





Borton 7. Quebec 4
GB Montreal 7, Minium 0
Mho's GOMIS
- Pittsburgh **Atlanta
44 Detroit at Colorado
5As Philadelphia at Vancouver
Satarder s Games
Buffalo at Washington
- Quebec vs. Halliard at Springfield,
I% Masa
Pa New York Rangers at Pittsburgh
4 • Boston at Montreal
414 Chicago at Toronto
54 Vancouver at Winnipeg
Detroit at Minnesota
Colorado at SLIouts
- Ptdladelphia at Edmonton
New York laModers at LOS Angeles
8 Say. Games
lelit Montreal at Boston
13 Mkuiesota at Buffalo
Atlanta vs Hartford at Springfield.
— Mw
104 Toronto at New York Rangers
2 Washington at Quebec



























Vicki Woods  43
. Are You Getting Al! The
Credit(s) You're Due?
- "'the V97-q tnctivithial-tnton?-e Tax Return lis-ts- eight km credits
. that can be used to reduce your income. tax liability. To qualify for
any one or more of the credits you must meet the specific
-tequirements of the tax code.
if you're not-familiar with the fax credits ask your.finoncial ad-




P.O Box 453,201 S. 6th Street





Should Be Makin' Tracks
To The Ticket Office.)
To combat Racermania, Murray State University is
requesting that Racer fans purchase their season tickets -
prior to the first home game, Dec. 4.
A limited number of season chair-seat tickets (for Racer
Club members), $65, and season bleachers tickets, $52, are on
sale weekdays at the Athletic Director's Office, Stewart
Stadium, 762-6184.
Please note, the fire marshall has limited the number of
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•
1'1 \Ns FROM BOOKS.— Jean hurt's fourth graders presented two plays during the
special week which were created from the books, "It Could Always Be Worse" and "Why
Mosquitoes Buz in People's Ears." In photo are: from left, first row. Naretha Timberlake,
Lori Payne. Kim Pogue, Shannon Boltz, Shelby Morgan. Second row. Harv Newron
seatedi. Tommy Doulin. Third row, Andrea Galloway, Blake Francis, Ashley Thurman.
Wendy Swan, Linda Rogers. Sherry Lovett, Isaac Schroeder.
CHILDREN'S BOOK WEEK -. -- Willie Farless and Barbara Priddy, librarians in the 
Mur-
ray Elementary Schools arranged a-variety 'of activities in observation of Children's 
Book
Week which coincided with the White House Conference on Libraries and 
Information Ser-
•viceS.. Photo above shows Carter teachers_ dressed as Characters from a book. From left,
firSCiii*,--biiiirliarris—,-"EifcfcTopeclia Brawn"; Cindy C,crboon.--Nurike of Japant-'
Whaley.' "Florence Nightingale"; Jean Hurt, "Charlotte's Web." Second row. Barbara
Priddy. "Nine Days to Christmas"; Eunice Mills, "Robin Hood"; Glenda Roos, "Wizard 
of
az.- Third row, Thelma Warford, "Mrs. Santa Claus"; Mary Ann Carter, "Mary Had a Lit-
tle Lamb"; Drucilla Owens,—Mary Poppins"; Norma Dunn, "Little 
House on the Prairie";
Judy Baucum, "Wizard of Oz."
BOOK PRESENTATION—Another activity in the special events was the presentation
of the book "The Elephant's Child" by Sharon Whaley, a high school student. In photo is
another group of fourth graders, from left, Valerie Hatton, Shannon Boltz, Donis Stogner,
Matthew-Jordy, Cheryl Billington. Aaron Oas, Bryant Walls. Second rawigh-Henry Lori
Payne, Valerie Ernstberger, Andrea Galloway, Kim Pogue, Naretha Timberlake, Sherry





For Only $25") We Will 
Reserve An Action Package Of Assorted
Fireworks. This Pkg. Includes:
*Firecrackers
*8 & 10 Ball Roman Candles
*Asstd. No. 8 & No. 10 Sparklers
*Multiple Effective Whirl of Colors (48 Shots)
Price Includes 6% Sales Tax




Send Check or Mong Order Only Please
i
Term. Law prohibits the
sale of fireworks to bet-
ween the 10th of Dec.
and Jan. 2nd. Reserve
your fireworks now so
we may put them on or-
der.
Remember Fireworks Are Great Xmas Gifts!





Rt. 1 Puryear, Tenn. 38251
Located On Highway 641 South of Hazel
Fireworks Will Be Held For Pickup
Af Tbe Above Address
For More Info Call 1-901-498-8383
•
POCAHONTAS AND FRIENDS — Willie larless, dressed
as Pocahontas, stands with second graders Rebecca Kratzer,
Christina Hankey, Robin McCarty, Leslie Banks and
Yahakie Harris. The footprints in the background include in-
formation about the books the children read during the week.
Children also donated books to be shared with others.
Kitty Whiz Transfer
System Teaches Cats To




CHICAGO AP) — Are you
weary of emptying and
changing your cat's litter box?
Do yoil secretly wish
' sometimes that he would
make his way to the bathroom
and go the Way:of all humans?
Well, says Ernie Hemple.
-t-.O00.-eats in the conntry -
are doing-just-that after being
trained On his "Kitty Whiz
Transfer System."
..There -are 89 million cats in
the U.S. and one out of 10,000
learns on their ,own to go to the
toilet like a human. They are
pretty good .imitators, you
know," says Hemple, 30,
owner of the Bright Ideas Co.
of suburban Wilmette. .
"The others aren't that
smart, so I thought up this
potty idea and have sold abont
6.000 kits in the last year for
$11.95 each ... Imagine just
opening the bathroom door
when he meows instead of the
front door?"
Hemple said a .lot of
. research and the training of
scores of cats belonging to his
friends went into perfecting
his "Kitty Whiz" training
system.
"My cat, eelix, is a perfect
example alt the training
procedure," Hemple says
••When he goes to our
bathroom. I've-noticed that he
likes to paw the WA of the
toilet. I installed a "Kitty Kat
Switch." When he paws it, the
toilet flushes."
Hemple sant his 'Kitty'
'Whiz" helps switch a cat's old
environment ailitter box ito a
new environment the toilet i!
There is .a _transparent
molded fortn of thin • vinyl
plastic that fits on the per-'
telain rini,undr the toilet
seat, explainS Hernple. ,
.-Cat litter is poured onto it
along with some special herbs
to encourage the cat to get up
on the toilet He goes in the
litter, like he would in his
box," says Hemple.
"Gradually, the amount of
litter is reduced. As the weight
is removed, the form Belts or
.buckles, causing the cat to
have a feeling of insecurity.
He begins. bracing himself.
positioning himself either on
the porcelain rim, if the seat is
'raised, or on the seat, if it is
down.
"When all the litter finally is
removed," said Hemple. "The
cat can see through the plastic
to the water. He keeps going
even without the litter. Then
tinie to leave the plastic













































































































after a WELCOME WAGON doll'
As o yoofryrou llrositsewssi;eiitt'shbmosyr jotilt.o help you make the
most 
Community opportunities. specieSlurstfshroapliofii2s11:174"as;of facts to save you tint, and mosey.
Plus a basket of tiffs for your family'- I'll be listening for leer
1,434.4vagiot
Inge King 492-8343 1.1"""h"., 1st miry Hamilton 753-5570
^
Crew Overpowers Japanese
Hijacker During JAL Flight
TOKYO AP) -- A man
armed with a bottle opener
and a sniall plastic knife
hijacked a Japan Air Lines
DC-10 jetliner today and
diverted it to Narita Airport
near Tokyo. He was over,
powered by the crew after
ordering that the plane be
fueled for a flight to the Soviet
Union.
The crew handed Kazumi
Nomura over to Narita Air-
port police after a scuffle in
the cockpit in which the pilot,
Toshiyuki Nishihiro, 39,
suffered minor injuries on his
wrist, a JAL official said.
None of the plane's 345
passengers, the other 10 crew
members or the hijacker were
injured.
Noniura, a 25-year-old
tilesetter from Sakai City,
near Osaka, took command of
the mid-day domestic flight a
few .minutes after take-off
from Osaka Airport. •
He diverted the plane to
Tokyo's new international
airport 40 miles outside the
.lapanese capital. It was
originally scheduled to land at
Haneda, the Tokyo airport




to go to the Soviet Union.'
Officials balked at first but
gave in when Nomura, in a..
radio cpnveksation with the
Narita - control tower,-
threatened to.kill the copilot
iihless refueling was .begun in
10 minutes, a spokesman for
the national carrier ' said.
Nomura. was . overpowered
before the refueling Sink-
completed.
During the 98 minutes • the
plane sat isolated at the north
end 'of the apron at the air-
port's only runway, in-
ternational flights were
diverted to Haneda.
JAI, chairman Shozo Hotta
was reported to be among the
passengers on the flight, but
Nomura apparently was
unware of his presence.
Officials said Nomura's
motive for hijacking the plane
or wanting to go to the Soviet
Union were not immediately
known.
Teen-Ager Is Killed
NTHIANA, Ky. fikPi —
A Harrison County teen-ager
has been accidentally shot and
killed while training a hunting
dog on the family farm with
twii other boys.
Thomas C. Florence III, 16,
was crossing a fence Wed-
nesday night, police said,
when the .22-caliber rifle he
was carry mg (Iis('harged, the
bulletstfikingirim-Mthelate..






















ergerral 1 Ikelasrized *A 1/4•41/ CommBARRETT'SSERVICE CENTER639 SAthSt..„)
Phone 753-9868
Since 1970, Japan has
yielded to Red Army
terrorists' demands in four
major hijack cases involving
Japanese planes abroad.
In 1977, then Prime Minister
Takeo Fukuda, saying human
lives are heavier than the
earth, paid a 86 million ran-
som and released six con-
victed terrorists in exchange
for 156 passengers of a JAI,
jetliner hijacked over India.
Previous hijackers have
sought as} lum in North
Korea, Libya and Algeria, but
no Japanese has ever at-
tempted to go to the Soviet
Union.
Japan has since passed a
tough anti-hijacking law that
carries a maximum penalty of
death. Japanese police also
have set up a special 70-man
task force to deal with
hijackers. Two police squads
were dispatched today to
Narita.
Use Otasco Credit or ...



















Features coated wand for non-stick easy curl releAe.















14 in tall, hair you Can wash, movable legs, arms and





Reg. 44.99 III) 
Vise, table, workbench all in one Flared legs for
stability, folds for storage. #79003. 42- MO




























THE ACES 'i)1RA G CORN, JR
"I can give you a SIX- word
formula for success think
things through -- then follow
through -- Eddie Ricken-
backer.
Declarers play of today's
slam won him the Charles
Solomon "Hand of the Year
Award." The spectacular
hand was played in an Rat-
ian tournament by Maurizio
Sementa of Italy.
West led the club ace and
continued with the king,
hoping to create trump
problems for declarer (a
low club at trick two and
there would have been no
challenge and no story).
Dummy ruffed the second
club and played the king and
queen of hearts. East dis-
carded a spade and it was
time to think things through.
If either the diamonds or
spades were divided, the
slam would still be safe
despite the bad trump
break. However, if they
weren't (the actual case),
declarer could not afford to
- ruff a diamond since- that
would promote a trump
trick for West.
Declarer continued with
the heart jack and East dis-
carded a second spade -- a
significant discard since
South had bid that suit. And
that was all the clue declar-
erneeded.
Picturing the distribution
perfectly, declarer led a low
spade to his queen and drew
the last trump. On this dum-
my discarded the spade ace-
(!) and East hatl a problem
in discarding. He had to hold
on to the J-10 of spades and
his four diamonds, so he was
forced to throw the queen of
--ClubS-.- Perhaps West mlighl-
protect 'that. suit with the
jack of clubs.
-No luck for East. Declar-
er continued with the jack of
clubs and East was finished.
If he discarded a spade.
declarer could tun that suit,
and if East discarded a







• 3 •J 10965
• 10 9 8 7 • 5

























Opening lead: Ace of clubs -
diamonds that would score
the slam.







RICHMOND, Ky. i API —
Richmond police officials say




requested the patrols after
they began receiving
harassing phone calls, had car
windows smashed and an-
tennae torn off, said Rich-
mond Assistant Police Chief
Walker Howell.- --
Since the embassy takeover
in Tehran, a number, of
Iranian and other Middle
Eastern students at Eastern
Kentucky University have
been threatened, harassed
and, in one case, physically
abused, police said.
One Iranian student's arm
was broken earlier this week
when he was attacked by
outraged Americans, a police
spokesman said. No details of
the incident were given.
There have been reports
that a couple of foreign
students have been threatened
by people with guns. Last
evening one student from
Libya, who was mistaken for
an Iranian had one of his car
windavs smashed, police said.
KEgMTS.
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia
(AP) — Kestrel.-hawks are
moving r into Czech towns and
building their nests on high-
rise buildings and on elec-
Welty pylons.
choice in- making the annual
award












ANSWER: Four no trump.
With one ace, settle for six
spades. With two, take a try at
seven no trump.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
PO Box 12363, Dallas. Texas 75225.





LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1API —
One man has been killed and
loot her wounded in a
Thanksgiving - Day 'shooting
incident at a Jefferson County
apartment complex.
County homicide detectives
said two men interrupted a
card game at an apartment,
saying they were looking for a
man who had left the game
earlier. Of the 16 persons at
the card game, nine were
robbed during the incident.
Several shots were fired,
and police said James Jones,
40. of Bowling Green, was
killed. Another man, Ronnie
Max, 18, of Louisville, was
taken to University Hospital,
where he was listed in stable
condition.
Police were looking for
three men in connection with
the shooting.
By Abigail Van Buren
Doc's Patients
Give Him a Pain
DEAR ABBY: I'm a little tired of all those. letters from
'patients who complain because they- have to wait to see
their doctor::: Please he fair lind print the rezisons_ why doc-
tors run late.
Mrs. A. rushes in, hysterical. without -an appointment,
becatse she just noticed axliinip in her breast. I examine her,
then she asks it I would mind taking her husband's blood
fire_ss sin(' eite,callar IA1111 her. - . --
Alter Mr. J.' has had his-annual Pnysical, he asks if! would -
mind writing out new, prescriptions for 'his visiting aunt
from the East who ran out ()I' all nine of her, medica-
tion', --- two months ago. And xl.) I think the blotchy rash on
her hands iiould be contagious? Since she arrived, everyone
itches.
Mrs: B. ithe -emergency.' call, whose daughter has to be
seen IMMEI nATELy I finally arrives. The emergency? The
daughter is 24 pounds overweight: her wedding is two
weeks off and the dress won't fit.. "Aren't there water pills
or something she can taker
Mean% hile, the hospital is on the phone again. The
coronary isn't doing well, the diabetic came out of the coma
and insists on being discharged immediately, and the record
room wants me to complete my charts before the staff
meeting at 3 p.m. -
Oh. yes, and that doctor on the phone With another doctor
discussing the business deal that sounds like a tax shelter:
He /WC tiS that deal. It will help him- survive until some
patients who were tru:Itud List yvar get around to paying
their bills.
Most people go through the ordeal of seeing their physi-
cians only; once or twice a year; their doctors see 35 or more
patients daily. Sometimes I think the wrong people are
being treated.
COMPTON, CALIF., M.D.
DEAR ABBY: My husband, who r.Vorks for an airline, has
told me some unbutievahle tales about some of the stuff they
find at the airport in boxes, parcels and suitcases that can't
be returned to their owners because they are totally
without identification! .
Abby. luggage contain-Mg expensive jewelry and CASH —
151.001/ or morio is somehow lost at the airport. .
Please tell your readers to put their names and addresses
INSIDE their luggage as well as outside. Sometimes-
attached to the ha-riffles fail-oft:
MEG IN ST. PAUL
• DEAR _MEG: Thanks for the timely tip. Holiday
travelers, take note. .
DEAR ABBY:. In your reply to CHICKEN IN DETROIT,
the woman whose "super-dude" had bad breath, you said, -If
a dentist can't help him, he should see a doctor."•
Abby, I resent the implication that a dentist is not a doc-
tor. My husband is a DDS. which stands for "doctor of dental
surgery,- and he has as Much right to call himself "doctor"
as do physicians.
I think you ow u' dentists an apology..
WIFE OF A D.D.S.
DEAR WIFE: apologize. I might need • doctor of dental
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Copyright 1979 - The Kroger Co





1 ?lir IT 
49-oz.
box
IIII with this coupon and '10.00 purchase excluding items
IIII prohibited by law- g_rxLitt_addition- to the cost of coupon
merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one. Expires
November 27.
1111111R.1' •
SOFT N PRETTY ASSORTED
Bathroom Tissue
- BREAST OF CHICKEN
Chunk Tuna 121/2 OZCAN










with this coupon. Limit one. Expires Nov. 27th.





Each of these items is required to be readily available for sale Ni
each Kroger store. except as specifically noted in this ad. II we do
run out of an advertised item, we will offer you your choice of a
comparable item, when available, reflecting the same savings,
or a Rain Check, which will entitle you to purchase the advertised
item at the advertised price, any time within 30 days.
Prices effective from Nov 23rd through Nov. 27th Limit right reserved
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1. -Legal Notice 1. Lejai Notice
Comadosiossor's Selo
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Manon Key, ET AL Plaintiff, versus Charles
Vernon Futrell Defendant.
Notice Of Ws
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the October 15
Term thereof 1979, in the above cause, for the
Division Of Property and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in
the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder,
at public auction on the 26th day of November 1979,
at 1:00 o'clock p.m., orathereabout, upona credit of
six months, the following described property, to-
wit:
Lot No. 16 out of the Linn Plat on the East Side of
South 8th Street and bounded as follows: Beginning
at a stake at the Northwest Corner of the Lonnie
Matthews lot on the East side of 340 north of the nor-
th edge of Sycamore Street, thence East with Mat-
thews line 50 feet to a 12 foot alley; thence North
with the West side of said alley 85 feet to a 'stake;
thence West 250 feet to a stake in the east edge of
South 8th Street, thence south with the East edge of
South 8th Street 85 feet to the point of beginning.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with these ter-
ms.
, Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
2. ?bike
Avoid costly legal fees -Blank
Ad' only $5 00 All legal
Enclose self-addressed,
stamped envelope to F D
Quigg. Rt 2. Big Sandy TN
38221
Or Carl A Bowers,
Chlropractor announces
opening practice in the
Bioeringmeyer Health
Awareness Cekter. 3'7
miles East on Hwy 94.
Murray. Kentucky New
Office hours. Mon Wed.





Listed hor• is a ready
refirritnc• that will quickly
h•lp you locat• th•




3. Cord of Thanks
4. In Memory






13. For Sal* or Trade
14. Want To Buy












27. Mobile Horne Sales
28. Mob. HOTII• Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
31. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent








44. Lots For Sal•
45. Farms For Sale






52. Boots and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trod.







Wanted: Elderly person to fill
vacancy in licensed family care
home Call 753-6392. .
r CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES
In order for your ad to appear
n the date you specify you
must adhere to the followmg
ileadlines, An ad must be call-
ed or brought in by 12 noon
the day before in order to ap-
pear in the next days paper,
with the .exception of ads to
start in Monday's paper, they
Must be called or brought in by
10AM on Saturday.
To have an ad -cancelled
before publication you will
need to contact us by. 11 AM
that morning in order for it not






Jesus states in John .421 He
that hath my commandments
and keepeth them he it is that
loveth me and he that loveth.
me shall be loved of my-Father
• and I wilt love him, and will
manifest myself to hum Sab-
bath- worship service. Satur-
days 5- pm ni 6 pm Bible
study 6 til 7 and 1 til 8 even-
ings Study by phone anytime
free Store tor the needy All
donations appreciated Anyone
having need or would like Bible
information or study call Bible




Is no longer in
business. We want to
thank our friends and




Toddlers Day Care n.i
openings for 2. 3 and 4 year
olds  753-4481 
















4445 - For Teens
"Cheating In School"
5. Lost aridTiWnd
Lost' Medium sire dog with
medium length gold hair,
answers to the name Mandy
Lost in vicinity of Midway on
Highway 641 South 492-8612 
Attention! Available im-
mediately, a position in the
business office of a big
medical °Rice Involves
telephone receptionist, billing, -
collection of accounts
receivable, bookkeeping. typ-
ing, and filing insurance k
claims. Send resume to Box
943. - 
Do you like your 'TO? I love
mine. Helper's needed. Tn.
Chem Hobby 'and Crafts. Call
753-7502 between 800 AM
and 3 00 PM
, IBM Computer Programmer.
Reliable firm has opening for
an experienced RPG II Pro-
grammer. Minimum-of 2 years
applicational experience,
design and codeing required
C.G.P. or relative experience a
plus. Send resume to P.O. Box
490, Paris, TN 38242. An equal
opportunity employer. ,
Offite- help
week $3.06 per ii-oUr. Must 
typeSend resume to P.O. Box
32Y














If you have sub-
mitted an application
within the last 12 mon-
ths there is no need to
resubmit an ap-







Apply in person at
Vanderbilt
Chemical Corp.
Route 2 Box 54, East
Penny Road, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
An Equal Opportunity EA1-
919 9f
1 xperienced carpenter Must
know +emodeling and be pro-
ducer Renumeration
negotiable Insurance plan
steady work Barmen & Hinkley
. Construction Co at Murray
-k-Dreve In Theatre ;_ 
Horneworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing stuffing






• Business complete with real
-estate lighting sound system
• concessions Oppor
tuniiy tail Spann Realty
Associates 753 7724._ 
14 itToBuy
F $9 00' per dollar for 90
per cent silver coins Halves
1965 69 oa,eng Si 65 each
527 9139
Wanted to buy standing
timber top prices paid 489
2334Want to buy one acre more or
less at reasonable price near
Murray Call 753 0193 after 5
ipm
Want' to buy 1970 through
1975 Datsun 2-door coupe Or
piLkup in good condition Call
436-2289 after 6 pm
Want to buy Junk cars Call,
474 8838 after 5 pm
Wanted to buy \reneer white
oak timber Pay top price Call
in the evenings 753-4984
15. Articles-For Sale
Bargains' -Leaf rakes, 51-T9.
chain saw files all sizes. 79
cents each, air conditioner
covers 51 99. fire shovels. 99
cents each windshield de-icer,
12 or spray can 88 cents.
duct tape 2-x180 roll $2 59.
stove 'pipe 6 , 5139. heat
bulbs 250 watt, infra red
51 39 ea,ch Wallin Hardware
Paris
Christmas Special' Purple Mar-
tin houses 6 rooms $23 99.
12 rooms $36 99 _18 rooms
549 99 24 rooms, $59 99
Wallin Hardware Paris
Christmas Special' Hair dryer
compact. 1200 watt light
weight, $9 99 Wallin Hard-
ware
Extra nice dinette set with four
chairs $85. Big lack antenna
and pole. $25 Call 474-2257 
For sale Used waterbed and
frame, cash register, adding
machine, glass showcase, ready




etc Call 753 296,7 after 5 pm
16.-1ome Furnishings
Box springs and mattress, and
table and 4 chairs for sale Call
753 2815
Christmas Special' 9 piece
stainless steel cookware set
with copper bottoms. $29 99
Wallin Hardware Paris
Christmas Special' Revereware
Saucepan. 1 quart. $10 99, 2
-quart. $14 99, 3 quart, $1699
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Slow
cooker, 51/ quart. high and low
heat, Teflon II lined. $14.88
Wallin Hardware, Paris
16. Nome Furmshmgi 
Christmas Special! Water Pulse
Shower Massage Deluxe Head,
$9 99, hand held and wall
mount unit, $1399 Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Christmas Special! Self-
cleaning Munsey ovens. Model
353. $2199. model 351.
$4399, Model 359, $49.99
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special! Club
aluminum 7 piece set, $33 99,
8 piece set. $39 99, 10 piece
set. $49 99. 11 piece set,
$59.99 Choice of colors.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special! • Silvertone
cookware. 7 piece set. $26.99.
Wallin  Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Corelle Ex=
pressions. 20 piece sets. All
patterns $46 99 Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris
Christmas Special' Victono
Number 200 Tomatoe Juicer.
520 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris ••
Gas range, 30 inch. like new
Call 753-7765.
Lillian Russell solid red cherry
bedroom suite made by Davis
Cabinet Company. Twin beds,
double dresser.. night stand,
Spring Air mattresses and box
springs Call 435-4525
Living room suite, couch and
chair good condition. Phone
753-8428 after 7 pm
MUST SELL! Beautiful king size
water bed with all accessories
One year old Call 851-3831
anytime
Stainless steel sinks 4
sell rimming double coTnpart





vacuum cleaner Operates on
12 volt system includes 15 ft
cord, nozzle brush, crevice tool
and removable bag, $10.99
Wallin Hardware. Paris 
191-FarniE_quip_. ment
Cat dozer, hydraulic gas
operated, good condition
$2500 Call 436-5628
Farm fans grain dryers, sales
and service A & I Ford Supply,
Inc Highway 54, west of Paris
(901)642-8544_ _
Factory hitch converts AC trac-
tor to 3 point equipment Like
new, $200 Evenings 759-
1739
Frost proof hydrants 2 ft bury
depth For yards or barn lots
$25 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris
1972 4400 John Deere com-
bine good condition Call 489-
2397 after 6 pm
MUST SELL...NOW! All-steel,
clear-span building, 40,121,4
$5995 F 0 B. large door in-
cluded. 40x48x14 $4595
F 0 B. Call Doc collect. (614)
237-2677
Truck tool boxes, standard and
deluxe boxes, tailgate protec-
tors: round bale hay feeders:
new and used tires, get our
price before you buy. tractor
tire flats repaired Call Vinson
Tractor Company, 753-4892. 
Wheelbarrows. $15 88. 529.99:
$3999 and $5999 Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
20: Suports Equipment
Savage- double barrel, 20
guage less than 2 months old
5100 Call 753-5694
22. Musa_
Gibson Les Paul deluxe guitar,
also small Univok amplifier two
destortiori. pedals Call Scott.
753-3803
Hohner guitar Call 759-4116 
Spinet piano, used, like new,
Used console and grand pianos
Practice pianos and organs
Lonardo Piano Co. across from











It is necessary for the Murray Water
System to flush the fire hydrants Satur-
day night, November 24, 1979. The
flushing will begin about 9:00 p.m. and
will be completed during the night. If
there is any discoloration in your water
when first turned on Sunday morning,
Mush well before using. We are son", for
fly inconvenience, but it' is required that
We do this hvice-a 'year.
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11. PUT IT IN THE
22. Musical  24. Miscellaneous  27. Mobile Home Sales











Two new console stereos
reduced due to damaged




Blacktop driveway sealer, 5















































Christmas Special' Skil Router
model 5.48 I 2 hp $24 99
Wallin Hardware Paris
Chain saw chains Three
eghttr inch pitch for the
.following • bar sizes. 46".
$1025. 20 $11.99, 24".
$14 99 Wallin Hardware.
Paris
Christmas Special' Pro-Sharp
chain saw sharpener sharperi's
your chain like ,a pro $11 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special' Skil saws.
all with P.- blade. model 538,
$29.99, model 574. $34 99.
model 576, $49.99. model
559. $59 99, model 553.
$79.99 Wallin Hardware.
Paris
Christmas Special' Skil cor
dless inch drill, 2 speed
rechargeable reversing model
2002 $29 99 Wallin Hard
ware Paris
Firewood, $25 a rick. delivered
Oak. Hickory, assorted Round
and split. 18 or 24- 489-
2327 
For sale Garage door,
fiberglass, 12 wide, $100
/536202 nights 
Lawn sweeper Sweep your
lawn in one tenth the time.
Push type, $39-99, pull type
31 10 bu capacity. $11999,
pull type 38- 16 bu capacity.
$18999 Wallin Hardware
Paris
Mobile home roof coating. 5
gallon pail. $26 99. Wallin
Hardware_ Paris
Mobile home anchoring sup-
plies available at Wallin Hard
ware Paris
. Oak. Hickory, •Ash, firewoo0. U
haul or -delivered $15 and up.
153-6831 
The Tote Machine. It's a dolly.
Its a cart It'a a hauler. It's a
wood carrier. It's an outboard
motor caddy. It's a leaf and
brush cage $79.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
26. TV-Radio
Repossesed Take up monthly.
payment on 25- color t,v. War-
ranted. Clayton's - 1 & B Music,
753-7575.
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna,
can talk to Canada and Mexico.
New $150, now $75. 492-
8834.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1913 Double wide mobile
home, furnished With cen;ral
heat and air. $8500. For infor-
mation call days, 753-6660 or
nights. 753-7527. 
1977 New York mobile home,
extra nice. Call after 4 pm,
753-1844.
Price reduced to $18,900. Dou-
ble wide home, underpinned.
central heat and air. located on
2 acre lot Also 3 or 4 car
garage. Excellent location. 489-









Fashions For The Young and Very Young
5 MI Mooney fly '311 WO'
1979 Cutlass Supreme Coupe, low mileage, like new.
1978 Pontiac Firebird, 4 speed, extra clean.
1977 Cadillac Eldorado, low mileage, new car trade
in.
1977 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, low mileage, one
owner, new car trade in.
1977 Lincoln Continental Mark V, new car trade in.
1977 Pontiac Trans Am, loaded.
1976 Cutlass Supreme, 4 door, double power and air,
new car trade in.
1976 Chevrolet Caprice Coupe, low mileage, new car
trade in.
1974 OldsmobIle 88, 4 door, white with red top, extra
clean.
1974 Oldsmobile Vista Cruiser Wagon, loaded, with
sun roof.
1974 Nova, 4 door, double power and air.
1974 Chevrolet Nova Wagon, 3 seat, extra clean, new
car trade in.











Two bedroom, 2 bath Holiday
mobile home Kitchen and
large living room, washer and
dryer hookups, stove and
refrigerator, central heat and
air underpinned Call 753-
9431 
Trailer, 8x40, remodeled com-
pletely. $2200 753-8051. 
28. Mob. Home Rents 
For rent 2 bedroom mobile
home, fully furnished, gas
heat, t u antenna Call 753-
0364 or 153-3455 
Mobile home lots for rent.
Water, sewer, and garbage
pickup $30 .per month. Call
753-0364 or 753-3455. 
29. Heating-Cooling 
Air conditioner covers, $1.99 to
$3 99 Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Electric heaters. Automatic
with fan forced air. 1320 watt.
$1499, 1500 watt, $1899.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Electric portable heaters 4000
watt, round stack, $35 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Perfection Kerosene heaters.
$27 99. Wallin Hardware,
Pans.
Two oil heaters in good condi-
tion $50 each 492-8861 
Rusiness Rental
For rent: 1000 square foot.
Southside Shopping Center.
next to Jim's Shoe Outlet Call
753-6612 
32. Apts. For Rent 
Extra large furnished upstairs
apartment Private entrance.
central heat and air, married
couple only No pets. Call 753-
1203.
Furnished apartment, 1 or 2
bediors, also sleeping roOms.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th 753-6609. 
Nice furnished one bedroom
apartment. single only. Inquire
100 South 13th Street.
Redecorated two bedroom
duplex apartment to perma-
nent adults with best
reference. 1104 Pogue Avenue.
Three room apartment with
private entrance Loctted on
Poplar Street. Call 753-2964. 
34. Houses For  Rent 
Available first of December 3
bedroom house, gas heat, air
conditioned, near schools. Call
753-4862 after 430 pm.
References required.
Three bedroom house near
Kentucky lake. Completely fur-
nished,.-washer and dryer in-
cluded Deposit required. Call
after 5 pm, ./53-8964. 
36. For Rent Or lease 
FOR RENT
Storage trailers. 40 ft.
Tandem axles or 32 ft.








Want to buy Pleasure pony
gentle for young rider. 753-
9390 
38. Pets-Supplies 
AKC registered Beagle pups.
Also one blonde. male, Cocker
Spaniel puppy. Will hold until
Christmas. Phone 492-8861. 
Basic and advanced dog obe-
dience class. start November
28th. All breeds and ages.
Special program for 2 to 4
month pups. Professional in-
structor. 436-2858.
Pre-Christmas Sale. All types
grooming were $12.00 now
$10 00. By appointment. Con-
nie Lampe, 436-2510. 
Saint Bernard puppies, AKC
registered. Call 489-2308 or
489-2360. 
Three female black Poodles, 9
weeks old, $75 each. Call 435-
4326 after 5 pm. 
43. Real Estate
Acres of happiness. Three love-
ly wooded acres are included
with this charming 3 bedroom,
2 bath cedar sided home with
living room and den. Central
electric heat and air. A
decorator's dream. Gall Spann
Realty Associates, 753-7724.
'If:








commercial lot on 641
N. in city with city
water. 172 ft. frontage,
over 1 acre in size.
Good investment. Call
for more information.
WORTH THE MONEY P
318 N. 7th St. See for
yourself, a real buy at




tric heat, carport 'with-.
storage, on shady lot
near downtown.
Call 753-8080-
Dollars and sense!. Very good
home at a very low price in mid
$20's. Three bedroom older
home in excellent condition,
located near shopping and
park. Don't hesitate to call
Spann Realty Associates. 753-
7724.
Quality and convenience are
yours in this lovely smaller
home. Maintenance free e.
tenor, lust redecorated in
tertor...Large lot, trees and
landscaping are all part of this
extraordinary package - just for
you. Call 753-1492...Offered by






looking for real estate
brokers or sales people
in Western Kentucky.
Earn top commission
dollars - More op-












We have farms for sale from
five acres to 175 acres. These
range in price from $5250 to
$78,500. Any of the propert
can be purchased with a low
down payment and owner
financing at considerably less
than bank rates. Call John C
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St., Murray. 753-
0101 or /53.753l 
Youonly live once so enjoy life
more in this attractive
home...18x30 Great room, 3
bedrooms (one has fireplace).
built-in country kitchen, large








veneer. 3 bedrooms, 2
bath home, located
west of Murray on 2
acres. Will trade for
home in the city of












To settle estate. - his good three
bedroom house at 316 N 6th is
being improved and still priced
at $19,000. Has spacious living
area, large utility and' 5 large
closets. Private financing
negotiable, and offers will be
considered. Call C.O. Bon-




Insurance & Real Estate
Sou.hs,de Co, -t Sui•c•
Murree, Kentucky
7i3-4451
To please a lady! House flows
for easy living- .and - gracious
entertairung.Aen and study
.each with fireplaces, unique
-kitchen with island, double
oven and dishwasher,...3
bedrooms, 2 baths. This home
has economical gas heat and is
located on a shady lot west of
town. For more information call
753-1492...Offered by Century





trailer located on 31/2





Property is all fenced
and cross-fenced for
livestock. Call today
for an appointment to
view this property.
Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for all
your Real Estate
needs. We are mem-
bers of the Multiple
Listing Service.
PERFECT SETTING
Mobile home on a
beautiful wooded lot
100x230) with a nice
workshop in back.
Mobile home has cen-
tral gas heat and cen-
tral air. Lot also has
two septic tanks if
another trailer hook-
up is desired. Located
Northwest of Murray







shop with paint room
and lots of equipment
to remain with pur-
chaser. Nice office
with equipment and 2
baths. All in. an ex-
cellent location and on






4000 Square feet in-
sulated metal building
on 142 acres located on
busy highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below replacement
cost - $60's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for full time real
estate Service.
44. Lots For Sale
150x250', lot on Doran Road.
Call 753-9208 after 6 pm.
For sale: 2 wooded lots year
Kentucky lake. Electric. Water,
and sewer hooku.s. Ideal for
home or trailer. Call (217) 223-
3765.
45. Farms For Safe 
- 31 acres unbeliveablelocatron:
across road from Boots Ran-
dolph champiohship golf
course. Ten million dollar
lodge, marina. airport. All
under 2 miles. $2150 per acre.
1'3 down, 10 per 'cent on
balance. 924-5479, Jean
Spann Wilson. Lake Barkley
Realty.
One acre or more on blacktop
road Just off Highway 121 west
of Murray. Phone 489-2224.
Row crop and cattle farms for
sale. Large acreages. Some
with financing available. Con-
tact Paul Nielson, (502) 527-
3979. •
46. Homes For Sale 
For sale: Nice older 3 bedroom
house with fireplace in den, 2
story garage with large recrea-
tion room. Located on five or
fifty-seven acres, near New
Concord. Call 436-2140. 
47. Motorcycles 
1976 Yamaha 250 YZ, good
condition, $325 753-7161
after 5 pm 
48. Auto. Services
Opel parts and repair. Call 474
2325. 
Snow tires for cars and most
pickup trucks. Plain or studd-
ed. Studded tires only $4 extra
if you buy early. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
Tire sale! Coopers best 4-ply
Polyester white wall, 12-32
tread depth, 7 rib with 120
tread wear level. A78x13-.
$22.55 plus 1.72 FEL
E78x14", $26.10 plus 2.20
FET: F78x14' , $26.97 plus
2.32 FET: G78x14" or 15",
$28.83 plus 2.54 FET:
H78x14" or 15", $30.02 plus
2.76 FET; L78xI5", $32.21
plus 3.06 FET, Wallis Hardware,
Paris.
49. Used Cars




NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed,
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'






Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.
CIOSID RON FM 2PM TN SVN I P
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
FOR !ENKE 
49. Used Cars  53. Services Offered 
.oii-nevy $450 Call 759-
.200 and ask tor Ed 
.980 Corvette. new. White with
i.dack leather interior Fully
Call 753-0372 atter 5.
or sale 1913 Maverick. 302
;l power and air, $1000. 767-
l or sale 1976 Datsun 280Z,
..yo plus two automatic. good
..ondition, very reasonable. Call
.'53-4395 between 4 and 6 pm
.33od 1914 Vega Hatchback,
Jutomatic. $790. Good 1969
Hymouth. 4-door, $495. Call
489-2595. 
970 Lincoln 4-door, needs
minor repair, $300. 436-5628. 
1914 Monte Carlo ,Landau.
power steering, power brakes,
,ind air. Has tilt wheel and
power windows. Silver with
burgandy interior $1400 Call
1-354-6217. 
1966 Mustang. 6 cylinder, fair
condition. $500. See at Boyd's
Trailer Park after 4:30 pm. 
1973 Monte Carlo, silver and
burgandy, priced to sell. Call
489-2266 after 3 pm. 
1973 Vega, red, 48,000 miles.
$800. Call 436-2166. 
Would like to sell or have so-








$1050. 1972 Ford pickup. 6
cylinder, straight shift. Needs
some body work. Good
mechanicatly. $375. Call 489-
2595. 
1977 Chevy wrecker, one ton, 4
wheel drive, automatic, 28,000
miles, Canfield boom. 437-
4734 or 437-4749. 
1973 Datsun pickup, high
mileage, good condition, air,
good tires, new paint, new bat-
tery. $1900. 247-5475 after 5
pm.
1977 Ford F-250, 4-wheel
drive, good conditign.' Call after
5 pm, 753-9299. 
1968 Ford Ranchero, extra
nice. Will trade for Ford or Dat-
sun pickup, Can be seen at 916
N 18th St. 
For sale: 1975 Dodge Sport-
sman window van, 8 passenger,
3 1 8 V8, automatic
transmission, power brakes and
steering, air conditioned.
yellow and white. $2700.
Phone 753-1205 after 4:30
pm.
1964 GMC 3/4 ton truck. $400.
Call 759-1890. 
1973 International Travel-All.
model 1010. 8 cylinder,
automatic transmission, air
conditioned, radio, heater,
power, clean. Anxious to sell.
$1395. Call 753-6500 or 153-
8050. 
1970 Jeep truck with topper,
$2000. 753-5889. 
1968 Scout, needs work. $400.
Call 753-0342, 
51. Campers 
Hurry! Winter is coming! Com-
plete repair and winterizing
service. A few 1919 Starcraft
and Road Rangers at discount
prices. Close out special on all
truck toppers, $190, White's
Camper Sales, Highway 94
East, Murray, KY. Call 753-
0605. 
1970 18 ft. Open-Road motor




Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters. and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or - 1-
362-4895. 
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps. free
estimates. 753-5476. 
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old oh new, quality
work. Call 753:0565. 
Chimney brick repair. Brick
house pointing, house painting.
Call 436-2855 after 6pm.
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827.
Will haul driveway






Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24 below the
ground leaving only sawdust
and chips Cali for tree
estimate Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343 
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs




Guttering by Sears. Sears con
tmous gutters installed pc•
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates. 
Have your driveways white rock-
ed before bad weather. Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison
753-5429 after 4 pm.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
stye on these high heating and
codling bills. Call Sears, 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Licensed electrician. Prompt,
efficient service, reasonable





and brown. Roofs sealed. Also
patio awnings, open or screen-
ed in, with or without windows.
Also Arports, single and dou-
ble sizes. Jack Glover, 753-
1873 after 6 pm. 
Paper hanging • and interior
painting. Call 437-4617 or 753-
7337. 
Plumbing or electrical repair
on'well pumps, 'Water heaters,
and ranges. also dishwashers






Tractor .work: breaking. disking,
bushhogging, blade work. Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5. after 5, Free! Beautiful kittens. 759-
753-2632. 4130 or 762-3377.
53. Services Offered
Painting - Paperhanging Com-
mercial or residential Free
estimates 759-1987
Save time and money call us
first Millstone Development
Corp We move the earth for
your excovating needs Septic
tanks ponds. and lakes
Backhoe dozer and pan work









Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-6763
or 753-4545. 
Will do plumbing, heating,
remodeling, repairs around the
home, carpentry, and roofing
753-9600. 
Wet basement' We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co ,
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah.
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026. 
Will buff and glaze, wash and
wax, your car for winter; also
will do interior work. $40. CaU
753-8780 or 753-3860 after 4
pm.
Will rake and bag leaves Call
753-5476. '
We do uoholstery, anything you
wish...furniture. car, boats. We
have a Wide selection of fabrics
to choose from, so give us a
call. 753-5361 or 753-6488. 
56. Free Column 
Abandoned black and white
male kitten, approximately 4
months old. Needs good loving
home. 753-5050.
Free kittens' Long haired,
male, call 436-5650
Fall House Cleaning
Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free




*PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
• HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS







12th & Poplar 753-1227
Antique Auction
Saturday, November 24, 1979
10:00 A.M.
Mayfield Antique Mall
Hwy. 121 South Mayfield, Ky.
Roger and Joyce Williams are closing the
Mayfield Antique Mall due to the death of their
daughter, Cathy, who had been operating the mall
since its opening in March, 1979. There is furniture
from the primitive to the Victorian Era and many
small items and collectables too numerous to men-
tion. Some items to be sold are as follows:
Wurlitzer Juke Box Model 1700, Walnut 6 pc.
French Bedroom Suite, Walnut Victorian 3 pc.
Bedroom Suite, 4 pc. Pennsylvania Catch Bedroom
Suite, Highly Carved 9 pc. Walnut Dining Room
Suite, Gone with the Wind lamp with angel heads,
Blue & White stoneware pitcher with cow pattern.
Many clocks, several oak kitchen cabinets, Several
Oak Dressers, Several Oak washstands and hun-
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Mrs. Marie McDaniel, 50.
mother of Mrs. Brenda Shelby
of Murras-. died Tuesday.
morning at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. She was a
resident of Mayfield and an






Mo.. Mrs. Sandra Stone and
Nit's. Cathy Gibson, Anna, Ill..
Mrs. Cindy West, Mrs.
Taniniy Adams. Mrs. Tina
Helfer, and Miss Rebecca
McDaniel, all of Mayfield; one
son, Robert McDaniel.
Mayfield.
Mrs. McDaniel is also
survived by her mother, Mrs.
Edith Clark, Collinsville. Ill.;
two sisters, Mrs. Mary Ruth
Reese. Weight City, Mo.. and
Mrs. Dottie Wall, Carlisle,
Ill.; two brothers. Mervin
Clark, Collinsville, flI., and
Charles Clark, St. Louis, Mo.;
10 grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Earl Ellegood officiating.
Pallbearers were Don
Penny, Ronald Penny, Mark
James, Mark Vaughn, Ricky
. Adams, and Charlie Crouter.
Burial was in, the Robbins
Cemetery: .
W. C. Holley Dies
With Funeral Today
'William Calvin Halley of
.Puryear; Tenn., died Wed-
nesday at the Henry County
General Hospital ;••• Paris;
Tenn. He was 78 years of age
and a retired mechanic.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Ruth Jones Holley,
Puryear, Tenn., and one son,
Henry Jones Holley, Bir-
mingham, Ala.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Mor-
ticians, Paris, Tenn., with





Albert Ahart of Dexter
Route 1 died suddenly today at
10 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 67 years of age.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Ethelene Scott Ahart;
four daughters, Mr. Morris
(Jewel) Dunn, Mrs. Junior
tPatsyi Stations, and Mrs.
Reba Ahart, all of Dexter
Route 1, and Mrs. Bobby
Gale) Lowe, -Paris, Tenn.;
three sons, William, Homer,
and Frankie Ahart, all of
Dexter Route 1; one brother,
Herman Ahart, Dexter; 13
grandchildren; five great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with burial to follow in
the Jeffrey Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
today (Friday).
Noel Chrisman Dies '
With Rites Today
The funeral for Noel
Chrisman of Flint. Mich., is
being held today at the chapel
of the Reigel Funeral Home,
Flint, with burial to follow in a
cemetery there.
Mr. Chrisman, 69, died
Monday at 6 p.m. in a hospital
in Alpena, Mich.
Survivors include one
brother, Reuben Chrisman of
Hazel, and three sisters-Mrs.
H. C. Underwood, 108 North
12th Street. Murray, Miss
Alma Chrisman, 208 North.
13th Street. Murray, and Mrs.
John H. Trotter, 313 North





died Tuesday afternoon at the
Rhea Clinic, Paris, Tenn. He
was 87 years of age and a
retired farmer of Route 1.
Henry, Tenn.
Born Jan. 5, 1892, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Jim Valentine and
Liza Belle Starks Valentine.
He was married to the former
Ethel May Hudgins who died
Aug. 17, 19717-- He was a
member of the Church of
Christ.
Mr. Valentine is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Joann
Allen, Rockport, and Mrs.
Dorothy Duke, Indianapolis,
Ind.; one sister, Mrs. Bessie
Adams, Murray; one brother,
Ruben Valentine, New Con-
cord; 10 grandchildren;
several-great grandchildren.
One son, Sherman Valen-
tine-, died in1978. -
The funeral was held today
at 11 •a.m. at the Le'Don
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris. Tenn., with burial in the




At Age Of 71
Virdon S. Tucker, 71, retired
farmer of the Kirksey com-
munity, died today at 6:30
a.m. at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
The Calloway man was a
member of the Kirksey
Church of Christ. Born Oct. 12,
1908, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Harper
Tucker and Maude Beach
,Tucker.
Mr. Tucker is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Marie Patton
Tucker, to whom he was
married on June 10, 1933; two
daughters, Mrs. Fred ( Evelin
Kay r. McDonald, Reidland,
and Mrs. Carl (Jill) Howard,
Murray; one son, Jerry Don
Tucker, Almo Route 1; two
sisters, Mrs. James
iReubene) Robertson,
Kirksey, and Mr& Tommy
Alice) Rothrock, Paducah;
two brothers, Eldon Tucker.
Marion, and Howell Tucker,
Benton; eight grandchildren.
Arrangements are in-
complete but friends may call
at the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home after 10 a.m. on
Saturday.
1
"430' mem amIliwmiw mew  ;
Come by Dwain Taylor Chevrolet end talk with Paul
Garland, one of our salesmen. Call Paul during It.
daytime at 753-2617 or after hours at 753-8754.
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617




Word has been received of
the death of John S. Milner,
father of John Victor Milner of
Murray, who died today at
12:30 a.ni at the Methodist
Hospital, Indiana lis, Ind.
He was 61 yea age and a
resident of 64 Maple Drive,
Frankfort, Ind.
Mr. Milner, a farmer, was
born Jan. 18, 1918, in Carroll
County, Ind. He was a -
member of the Elks Lodge and
the Presbyterian Church of
Geetingsville, Ind.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. -Julia Mae Caton Milner,
to whom he was married on
Sept. 2.3, 1939; one daughter,
Mrs. Lou Ann Collins, Flora,
Ind.; one son, John Victor
Milner, Murray; one aunt.
Mrs. May Price, Frankfort.
Ind.; three grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Goodwin Funeral Home,
Frankfort, Ind., with the Rev.
Robert Rooker officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Gettingsville. Ind. , cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m.
on Saturday.
Leo H. Rand Dies
Wednesday; Rites
To Be On Monday
Leo H. Rand, 510 South
Eighth Street, Murray. died
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 80 years of
sage.
The Murray man was a
• retired carpenter contractor.
Born July 18. 1899, in Mane
sfield, Ohio. he was the son of
the late George W. Rand and
Cora May Barnett Rand.
Mr. Rand is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Clara Wennerholt
Rand. to whom he was
married July 12, 1919, in St.
Louis. Mo.; two daughters,
Mrs. Dorothy Wendland,
Heron, Ohio, and Mrs. Juanita
Marvin. 306 South 15th Street.
Murray; five grandchildren;
seven great grandchildren.
Visitation will be held from 7
to 9 p.m. tonight Friday)' at
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home, Murray.
The body will then be
transferred to the Wappner
Funeral Home, 98 South
Diamond, Mansfield, Ohio,
44903, where funeral services
will be held Monday at 11 a.m.
Burial will follow in a
cemetery at Mansfield, Ohio.
The visitation hi:sirs at




Holy Communion will be
celebrated at the 8:30 a.m.
services on Sunday, Nov. 25,
at St. John's Episcopal
Church, Main and Broach
Streets, Murray, with the Rev.
Stephen Davenport, vicar of
the church, as the celebrant.
Morning Prayer will be at
9:45 a.m. with Church School
and Adult Class at 11 a.m.
Acolytes will be Jeff
Blodgett, Tim Burcltfield, and
Samar Mahfound. Frank
Blodgett-and Bill Kyle will be
lay readers. In charge of the
nursery will be Margaret
Kyle.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
a.m CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp , are as follows.
Industrial Average
Air Products  30xt
American Motors ........ 7 unc
Ashland ar%
American Telephone 531/2 Inc
Bonanza "Bras
Chrysler  6 "
Ford Motor +14.
G.A.F   9% +%
General Care ..... . 164 uric
General Dynamics 535, +3%
General Motors..  51 +%





Jerico  17B IPMA
IC Mart  734 unc
Pennwalt  31% +%
Quaker Oats  27% +%
UPI=  No Trade
Texaco 30 4½
Wal Mart 31% +%
Wendys 124•B 12114A
Iran. . . (Continued From Page One)
can destroy everything in a
single day . This is
propaganda. America cannot
use its power against
Moslems."
Khomeini added that
"American blacks who hate
been subject to U.S. op-
pression are now in accord
with us. Even they might rise.
At such a sensitive time, when
we are standing up against
America and its satanic plofs,
they must agree with us and
cooperate with us."
Admiral Ahmed Madani,
the Iranian naval com-
mander, said tie had placed
his forces on full alert after
President Carter ordered the
carrier Kitty Hawk and five
escort ships to sail from the
Philippines into the Indian
Ocean to join the carrier
Midway, now crusing 600
miles south of Iran.
A Pentagon spokesman said
the Iranian navy consists of
72.000 personnel and a surface
force of three destroyers and
eight frigates.
Militants at the embassy
released five non-American
hostages Thursday, and
issued a statement reiterating
they would not free the
remaining Americans unless
exiled Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi was returned to Iran
for trial. Thirteen Americans,
blacks and women, were
released previously and
deported.
. The students' statement was
in reply to a claim by a
Palestine Liberation
Organization spokesman that
it had assurances the hostages
would be freed if the shah was
merely sent out of the United
Sinking Spring to
Hear Pastor speak
• The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed at the
11 a.m. worship services on
Sunday. Nov. 25, at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
with the pastor, the Rev. Billy
Turner, as the speaker.
James Key will serve as
deacon of the week. Special
music will be by the choir with
Tommy Scott as director,
Susie Scott as pianist, and
Patsy' Neale as organist.
At the 7 p.m. services the
pastor will continue the study
of the book, Baptist Trade
Winds, and show slides on
Jamaica.
Sunday School with Jim
Neale as director will be at 10
a.m. and Church Training
with Randy Herndon as




Levi's Jeans (All Styles) 25 io




"Living With Stress" will be
the title of the sermon by the
Rev. R. E. Rabatin. pastor, at
the 10:45 a.m. worship ser-
vices on Sunday. Nov. 25, at
the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main
Streets, Murray.
The choir, directed by 1.isa
Slater with Beth Braboy as
organist, will sing the anthem.
"Little Flowers."
Church School will be at 930
a.m. Sunday. The
congregational meeting Will
be held immediately following
the Sunday morning worship
service.
Bible Study will be held
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. and a
Risk Evangelism meeting will




Revival services will be held
at the new Emmanuel
Independent._ Ylissionary
Baptist church, located on
Highway 641 at Pury ear,
Tenn., starting Monday. Nov.
26, and continuing through
Saturday. Dec. 1, at 7 p.m.
each evening. _
The evangelist will be the
Rev. Paul Butler from the
Watchman Baptist Church,
Symsonia.
The pastor, the Rev. Aaron
McWherter, and the church
invite the public to attend the
services throughout the week.
Temple Hill Church
Plans For Singing
The Liberty Boys from
Marshall County, some of
whom are former members of
the Happy Life Quartet, teij
be featured at a singing to he
held Sunday, Nov. 25, at 2 p iii.
at the Temple Hill United
Methodist Church.
Regular ser'iie will lip
held Sunday with worship :1 10
a.m, with the pastor, the Res-
McLeod-as :apuniter.
'followed by Sunday School ;it
tl'a.m.
States, where he is recovering
from cancer surgery, to
another country.
Rep. George Hansen, R-
Idaho, here on a one-man
peace mission, said Iranian
officials denied the PLO
claim. He also said later in an
interview with the Idaho
Statesman that he had been
told Iranian officials would
talk about releasing the
hostages if Congress in-
%estigates the regime of the
former shah. He said he would
request such an investigation
when, he returns to
Washington..
The statement from the
occupiers of the embassy
identified the five non-
Americans released as two
Filipinos. a South Kcrean, a
Pakistani and a Bangladeshi.
It said they had been proven
not to be spies.
The FilipOns were iden-
tified as Nestor Hidalgo, 26,
and Angel Arpon, 48, both
embassy employees. A
Filippines official said the two
were well and would return
home as soon as exit visas
could be secured.
Meanwhile, North Korea
voiced its 'support and
solidarity with the Iranian
people's "valiant struggle-for
their country's sovereignty
and national dignity," an
apparent reference to the
embassy takeover.
Richard Workman Will Be
Ordained At First Baptist
Murray native Richard
Workman will be ordained to
the ministry in the Sunday
evening worship service on




currently serves as Director
of Family Life Ministries at
the First Baptist Church,
Roanoke, Va. All ordained
pastors and deacons are in-
vited to participate in the
examining council at 3 p.m. in
the church chapel.
The ordination message will
be delivered by the Rev. Dr.
Charles G. Fuller, pastor of
the Roanoke church. Dr.
Fuller is a graduate of the
University of Richmond and
Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary. He is
actively involved in Southern
Thanksgiving...
Continued From Page One*
annual spread for folks in this
central Kansas community'-
but sometimes even' the
weather cooperates.
-It was just fantastic. The
weather had really been bad,"
said Mrs. Walsh. "Then about
10 minutes before we began
serving, the sun came out. It's
been just great all day."
About 2,000 persons had
been expected but Mrs. Walsh
said far more_actually showed
up ''We ran out of some things
and they had to open a little
store downtown to get sonic
more food."
The Thanksgivnig spirit
.-4eVen got to'-the high milers in
Atlantic City, where more
than LOOT senior citizens
feasted.
Caesars - Boardwalk
Regency' Hotel provided and
prepared a complete turkey.
dinner while county volun-
teers delivered and served the
meals at seven of Atlantic
County's 10 nutrition sites.
Caesars got busy when it
learned the nutrition centers




as a trustee and chairman of
the Radio and Television
Conuilission, preacher on
"The Baptist Hour," and on
various corninittees
Dr. Fuller's work as a
preacher have seen him
utilized in eight different state





crusades in Canada and the
Philippines.
The guest minister has
served on the Board of
Directors of the Family
Service Society of Virginia
and the Big Brothers of
Roanoke. He was a member of
the Virginia All-State Football
Team in 1949 and remains an
active participant in sports.
Also participating in tht
Sunday service will be Robert
A. Kinsey, chairman of
deacons at First Baptist
Church, . Roanoke. Kinsey will
give the ordination prayer. -
Workman, soh of Fred
Workman and - the late . Susie
Workman., Murray, is- a
graduate • of Murray High
School, s Murray State
University, and Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary
Before joining the staff of the
Roanoke 'church in January,
1979, he served as Minister of
Education and Outreach at
First Baptist Church,
Granbury, Texas, and_
Minister of Activities and
Youth at First Baptist Church,
Laurel. Miss. He and his wife,
Mary Jane, have four sons,




A shower for Warren and
Renee McDougal and their
little son, Joey, 3, whose home
and contents at Kirksey were
destroyed by fire on Tuesday
night, will be held Wednesday,
Nov 28, at 7 pin. at the
comniunity Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan,
Main and Seventh Streets,
Murray.
The family lost all of their
furniture, clothing, dishes,
toys, etc., in the blaze.
McDougal is employed at the
General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield. Mrs.
Mcliougal, the former Renee
Crick, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Wade Crick.
Sizes for the family are as
follows: Warren, 16 to 16'2
shirt, 36 pants, 82 to 9 shoe;
Hence, 12 pants or dress,
medium or 36 shirt, 6't shoe;
icy, 4 shirt, 4 slim pants, 8'i
shoe.
For information persons
it lay tall 753-9488 or 753-7997
Police Crack Down On
Headlight Violators
Approximately 60 warning .
citations have been written
during the past month for
vehicle's with only one •
headlight, according to
Murray -Chief of Police Paul
Jerry Lee.
Lee said that cited motorists .
may get. .the headlight
repaired and come to City Hall
showing proof of the repair. If
the motorist does not have it
repaired, he will be cited into
District Court -and will be
fined. •
The thief. entphasized • the ---
danger of one-headlight
vehicles and said he hoped the
warnings would encourage





























HT.ing a completed Christmas CI:lb
is like having your own personal-
ized Santa tucked away for the
holidays, You can reach any
desired amount you want
at Yuletime by depositing a






account! Join The Clu1,.
today and be on the road to
a carefree shopping spree next
Christmas. .,without going
into debt! It's the best way yet
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